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CHAPTER ON'E: FRE"OUE'iCY DETE"" .. T. : "" .T T.. . T"HE ART
1.1: The Objectives and Scope of this Study
Recent developrments in computing and .!-it;a collection technolo.:-'is
have awakened hopes tnat the art. of planning in the bus >idustry can
be drawnr, t5war!s a sounder em-ir,,i'cal!v-basPd st rc,. In tlSe -ast. Lp
to the costs of c3nt"1t uous -t ',rmati. CIile,:r ' .-:;: r -, in ,
theory and practice have focused on emnirical :vi enco .r.n fCr
-,atters of sin7u!ar i• portanc ' ... .. ....
that L uc.h cost cunstraints are :I ti z , h r2: :. 3>, , -ra .. -
interaction between the theory of otffici.nt and effect;io bus ser'i e:
:nd bus planning practice.
Thus far such technologies have been apnliod to the btter
defined, more mechanistic aspects of the olanning -racess suc:h -
driver run cutting and bus scheduling. These h!avp been relati'3'ivl-
simple theoretical exerciseos since ihey r...quirred mi'i;, a amounts o
human interaction to produce satisfactory results. However many other
problems are either not very well defined or have no clear criterion
as the basis for the decisions. The question tierefore arises, can
theory incorporate enough flexibility in its for- to allow for
interaction and yet still have useful impact on the way decisions are
made. This requires that extensions to theory :must be closely tied to
the intended application. Furthermore, it also requires taat the
theory is sympathetic to the conditions of the decision environment;
an environment about which little is formally known.
A number of models have been developed to look at the more
"difficult" planning decisions, however none have been adopted for
regular use. The implication being that the theoretical and empirical
worlds are still set up too far apart. This study attempts tis raw
together these two parts in a specific problem context and to study
their interaction.
By introducing one of those models into a real decision context
it snould be possible to helb define the appropriate course tfr
further theoretical development if this is aopropriate. It i, not
clear what role a comruter model may actually play in the process of
naking a decision 'et alone in the wider organizati,-ai context. tC-
this is fundamental to dictating the forn the final model should ta:ke.
This study should shed new light on both those aspects of the form
and role of the model as well as on the specific problem of
determininz 
-ervice levels.
l.2: Service Allocation in the Bus Planning Process
I will examine the particular aspect of the short range transit
planning (SRTP) process which determines the distribution of the
operating subsidy over the bus network. Once the bus transit planner
has decided which routes to operate, which stops they will serve, and
tne hours of service, the next broad decision is the levels of service
that should be provided on each route. Looking at this in another
way, the planner must decide how the operating resources are to be
distributed over the routes. This decision determines the headways
for each route at each time of the day, which is subsequently used as
a basis for the bus scheduling and the driver run cutting decisions.
Figure 1.1 (adapted from a similar figure produced by Ceder
[19:1) sows the rplanning orocess as a systematic decision sequence.
Each dcisi:' which is positioned hi-her in the sequence beccom s an
important input to the lower level decisions. Clearly the
indoendence nd orderliness of the separately identified decisions
exists only in the diagram. To some oxtent decisions made furt Ir
'!own tnCe sequi:nct- t.i l', haive so.: e effect on the ones made ".•rviou:l'".
.•everth·c-ss, si;nc I t his sequence is repeated frequently and in as
;fr as the decisions in somne way frequently refer to the oxi,;L•.? ?
system, feedback will occur over time. Thus an assumption of
independence is ameliorated, since the effects of the last cycle will
be the basis for the next iteration, thus reducing the overall
accumulation of error.
Such a characterization of the bus planning process is useful for
examining how the bus agency organizes the necessary standard
operating procedures. Furthermore, of particular relevance to this
study, it establishes smaller independent decisions that define the
context for computer model usage. In such a way it is further
possible to establish the characteristics which will influence the
allocation of service decision.
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Figure 1.1: Sequential Components of the Bus Planning Process
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The allocation of service decision which I shall examine in this
study is viewed as dependent on, but separate from, other decisions
including: the amount of subsidy available, which is external to the
whole process; the availability of buses which is also in some part
externally dictated; the stops that are served by each route; and the
scheduled start and finish of the daily bus service; all of which
precede the service allocation decision in our sequence.
One question immediately arises: is it possible to draw accurate
and consistent conclusions about what makes a service allocation
fficirent '-itnout reference to the schedules, -us and driver runs
which are determined subsequently? We can consider the 1acroOscO ic
aspects of scheduling, however, unless te decision can n e made
independent of the microscopic details rhis sequential frane:mork W., il
have to be revised. The alternative of modelliin. th:e whoe sequence
of decisions jointly would be difficult theoretically and inflexible
in practice. This touches on a second issue; the need to allow expert
judoement to interact with -:.e standard operating procedures, .in'
wnat the-,nost desirable form of this interaction nmight be?
The frequency setting decision is still one of the most complex
components in the planning process. It aims for an efficient
allocation of service system-wide, between each route, as well as
across time of day and over different days. It is a decision at
precisely this scale that is most amenable to application of economic
theory and computer-based analysis and most difficult to conduct
without a systematic approach. Furthermore, since the perspective i.;
so much more global than that taken within present practice it is
likely that at least some interesting tlporetical insight may: rs,,lt.
7r-sont praci •ce can CI. described as both n.vopic and incremental:
myopic because it does not look beyond a snall route cluster at a
time, and incromental because the decisions made can be politically
very sensitive :Ji h large transitional costs. ,W sweeping asi ie both
these aso•cti., good model may challenge rePscent conventional isdom.
prac [ ic ath -:.;n'eC :. ii dec;Ji• s3 : Z. 2 fi• .1 5" -0
.a" ,:cD rica: , .n ';it I
1.3: Service . location: Current trctic !2
A :plausiDle way of examining the nat:ire o the re.~s nt roces is
to envisage the role of a single act-r, the -ianner, poised iq the
position of examining changes on the route networK. ýHe will recommend
::2e general fIorm ,f the bus service to ,- sc- :ulin, -.-eparCnent ,oSe
job it is to make new schedules. New schedules would nor-at13 v ')e made
every 3-6 months, hence the decision seq:uence_ oscribed pre•viously I
frequently repeared.
Possible changes will be initiated either by comDlaints from the
public or the operating staff, or from systematic collection and
.nalysi; of information on the current state of the bu_ operations.
in the first case, as pointed out by r;ilson and Gonzna:e , 82j. , hi
actions will be biased towards problems that occur rather than
opportunities to improve the service. Passengers or drivers do not
comolain that their buses are e~nov n the Q cond rqse the a~l-~~r
must identify the problems or opportunities that exist from the
operating data that is collected. The simplest way in whiich this i:
done is by relating the data to the servic• ,olicies of the agency.
Here again the result is largely problen centernd s;•cý r?,'nt
service policies stress satisfc cicing raLc e" Znan comaraciv'.
criteria. They do not distiniuish vrv weli [etween di--,Grnt rou,
where the existence of opportuni-tios to inrve er',, -r''''
different nanifestations.
Therefore a service frequency on a route remains as it is unt:l
som ething occurs,usually a "problem," which forces a chanle.
Historically, tLe schedules were cut manually and there were no
automated data collection procedures, so this approach was clearly the
only one feasible. Small changes to a schedule had to be localized
and readily incorporated, since the implemeontation costs aind
constraints were so significant. Often service increases were only
possible where there was slack in the bus or driver allocation. So
the cost of a service increase was probably less than the average
cost of the bus or driver. Also changes were deliberately incremental
to allow for operating uncertainties as well as political realities.
The question is what distribution of service will ultimately
result from this sort of reactive incremental process. For the
development of some alternative theses let us examine some possible
scenarios. If the planner is aware only of capacity problems, he may
act only to rectify these problems. This is typical of the "crisis
planning" mode some planners like to identify as charactoristic of
their job. Essentially it results in the service being dictated by
complaints with the routes having the highest peak loads or the most
vocal passengers and drivers receiving the benefit of service
adjustments.
This approach does not really tell us what occurs on the routes
without capacity problems. Presumably to some extent the service will
remain at the level at which the route last experienced some capacity
problems. Clearly demand may have decayed over that tv;i.e such that
the service provided now is very inefficient. However, there is also
the obverse side to this problem: where does one obtain the buses
needed to provide the extra service? This is not cloar in this
scenario, though it does leave the impression of a bloated bureaucracy
that complains of resource pressures while not having properly revised
its outdated service desizn.
Planners do often have an idea about where service can be reducec
to provide plaster for the cracks that emerge elsewhere. They speak
of "slack" in the schedule; this could mean under-utilized buses, but
often includes buses that could be saved by minor re-scheduling.
However, it is beyond the scope of the service allocation decision we
have defined to identify runs that couli be short turned, or to
arrange for more buses to travel in the peak direction at the peak
point, since these are scheduling and operating strategies. The
political nature of the process of identifying this slack means it is
often spoken of in terms of a vanishing trick: removing service in
such a way that nobody will notice. Such a trick spotlights routoe
with high frequencies where the perception of wait time loss is
diluted into small impacts spread over a large number of riders.
Clearly this is not just a frivolous practice that can be ignored when
formulatinz .3 "3t ional" decision framework.
An idea about wrat may result from such practice produces a
second scenario connected with the distribution of service. It is
quite possible that a ;whIole history of capacirty comp~laints would
result in the sittuation ,nereb- a3ll the routes; had service
frequencies p orortional to the peak demands on those routes. In
oehavioral terms this is a case of peak demand driven suppiy; however,
the same result may also be achieved if a service policy of equal peak
load factors is taken seriously as an objective. It has in fact been
su;gested by Furth (1980) and Morlok (1974) in two separate studies
that actual operating relationships reflect this sort of critorion for
service allocation.
In a normative sense this distribution only makes sound sense in
a situation where all the routes are capacity constrained. Only in
this capacity constrained case should the service provided be
proportional to the peak demand. Alternatively, this service
allocation may occur since it is a broad approximation to an
efficient service allocation if the information about the system
utilization is poor. However this type of allocation does not
acknowledge the possibility of increasing the benefit obtainable from
running bus service. Rider benefits such as wait time improvements
are not considered within the service object ives tha!t r:'lt
an allocation, but rather some objective of parity between levels of
comfort on different routes is the overriding criteria.
If the planner assumes a constant relationship between peak and
total demand over all the routes then the service frequency is also
proportional to the total demand per hour on each route. Ostensibly
this decision criterion provides an equitable distribution of service
but it does not mean that the operating su sidv is equally -istributer
to each passenger since some runs are more expensive to opert,- than
others. From this it is clear that an appropriate criterion for
service allocati"on should include both thle effects of the neakq dernanrd
loads and the efficient distribution of service to all riders.
The efficiency criterion is equivalent to balancing the marginal
costs and marginal benefits of providing service each route.
Theoretical approaches that attemot to ffr-.alize on this seemingly
simple decision criteria are presented in the context of a literature
survey in the next section.
The inability to show conclusively that any single approach is
the basis for the existing frequency allocation decision supports a
hypothesis that the question itself is never explicitly posed at the
system level; if some relationship is perceived it is the result of a
historic and on-going process. This may be because routes are not
similar enough to make a plausible comparison of benefits and costs.
In this case not even a more complicated theoretical model will help.
Alternatively, the costs of data collection and of the computation
required for a comprehensive analysis may simply have been
prohibitive. In which case new technologies promise to alleviate
these constraints, so an examination of a more rigorous analysis
leading to a change in the planning process may be productive.
At present, it is probable that route frequency setting is only
explicitly considered after a large change in the network is made e.g.
if a new route is added, or if 2eiand is expected to change
,!-2stically. in such cases demand predictions are probably sketched
and service allocated according to the general principle of satisfying
the demand subject to resource availability. Actual demand is tohen
observed on each route and adjustments made as necessary.
Nevertheless, the decision concerning route frequencies is so
fundamental to the efficient use of the operating subsidies that it
deserves more formal consideration. A credible and sound criterion
for allocating service may provide leverage for the lanner against
the more political aspects of the process.
Turning from the focus planning practice, the next sections
examine what researchers have made of the whole situation. First of
all a short section will describe how it is envisaged that computers
may be used in the planning process. Then a comparison is made
between examples of models created to tackle aspects of the service
allocation decision with the conceptual roles it has been suggested
they might play.
1.4; Decision Suppoort Systems in Frequency Determination
1.'..: Alternative :oles for Comout~r .Models
1hus far i ave suggested a decision context and described some
current decision criterion for setting frequencies. In terms of
analyzing the decision m akirn: ?rocess, three interdependent factors
delineate the particular approach that will be used. First oE all the
decision as to be clear!v defined. The form of this definition has
.ilraadv ii. n ,ri 5 tiC- • .· -I' -.ted -: .'- ": t : )): 1 U-:- • us 1,l•.i-:, -
process. In the terminol:?y *f system-,:- analysil thiS is alna -;: :! to
- o. " ... - .m c. on,
riori anpLrai sal ofI te J0ciiCn crit.eriuC tu .we :jsed is r 2ui reI aSs
an input to the conceptualization process. Finally, and closely
related to both h t. , ihe -,odeler -1n:st decdin AKat role the model
will play in the decision irocess. C'learly, quite different models
would be appropriate for JFiffrent p-rc ptions of the model's role.
iere it is important to assess the role that expert judgement should
play in the process and what parts of the decisions can be
standardized without affecting the overall flexibility of the process.
The particular role of the model as a tool can be seen in three
different perspectives:
(a) it can help in the understanding the central mechanisms of
the problem,
(b) it can act in a predictive sense by describing the behavior
and operating characteristics of the network, and
(c) it can have an evaluative role comparing different solutions
or suggesting new solutions.
T.hich role is dominant dep? nd4 on t!e ov-' r•.I'1 .. '1- i-i-I makin,;
process.
For instance an analyst or planner may not be able to suggest a
single unrequivocal Zriterion for makiing the decision. Howver,
without such a criterion it is impossible to c,:h- e b)etwee-.h ff-rl~,
solutions. Even so, in the absence of an ovaluarin ,stce~, a
,escriptive or predictive model may still -roeviie uweful inior-nari
which will assist the decision maker. -it~h 1 -r ::c ive ,c1
scenarios can be olaved out in a realis tic -.anner ' ithut :e 1 ccil
costs of actually implementation. "Nota.bly, the model form that serves
an evaluation role has to include all theo elements necessary for a
descriptive role; at least in as far as there are no tra1,e-offs
involved with the costs of greater complexity. In toers of -odellin'
methods, simulation is characteristic of the descriptive role, whereas
mathematical oItimization is most illustrative of The eaiuative roie.
The first role of developing an understanding about the problem
arises in the form of rules of thumb that are oroduced frr:; cl:osed
form descriptions of the system. Here the critical question is
concerned with the appropriate level of generalization about the
problem. If the theory is such that it only reflects the broadest
aspects of the decision, an approximate rule of thumb may be the
appropriate role for analysis to play in the decision. After all,
theoretical analysis relies on a level of generalization and
conceptualization that may not prove adequate for many actual
problems.
On this somewhat abstract basis I shall proceed to examine some
theoretical positions taken on the appropriate system, decision
criterion and role for a frequency setting model. Overall there is a
striking contrast concerning the: criteria for the decision as seen 5'
researchers and that which is evidenced by observation of practice.
1.A.2: Prior Work
The first interesting work on the service allocation wroblem • as
presented by vMohri.:- (1972) -,ho developed a prescriptvoe relati-nsniv
between the optimal headway and the inverse of the square root ,f taf
total ridershii on that route. By simply m.inimizin'z the sum of ride!r
benefits in terms of wait time savings and the cost of providing t'h
service, the following expression can be derived:
t =
where 1 = I eadway,
c = operating cost per run,
b = value of wait time,
r = total ridership.
The significance of this expression lies in the way that it
contradicts the common practice of allocating service so that peak
loads are equal. Mohring's rule suggests that service should be
related to the total ridership rather than the peak ridership, and
furthermore that the relationship is not linear. One explanation of
this contradiction rests on the fact that Morlok does not consider the
possibility of this criterion producing a capacity constrained
condition. However more complicated analyses still do not support the
equal load rule, except in the exceptional circumstances of capacity
loading thr:•ugnout the system.
Since Alohring a number of studies have been carried out by
Europeans, attempting to apply network optimization techniques to
produce a model covering a more comprehensive domain. Hol. (1973),
'lrv ("1969) a:ndi fi-:aiy -c S:eI'ele and Erlancder (1971) focussed mainly on
e descrItive S:ie nsion ,ven though optimal solutions were
ultimatelv deternmi : . The research took a narrow theoretical
perspective, which avoided the problems of predicting passenger
behaviour accurately when mode choice, route choice and individual
capacity tolerances were all involved. The objective functions used
to represent appropriate decision criteria received little attention.
Scheele and Erlander (1974) modelled the whole trip but assumed
that passenger behaviour was dictated by the condition that a system
optimum could be achieved. (One of the difficulties, evidenced here,
is to represent behavior in a concise but flexible mannei.) This
strictly limited the descriptive and intuition-building uses of the
model since in practice system optimum solutions do not normally
occur. In general, there are practical constraints in terms of data
requirements and computational ability that make the use of such
models unrealistic. It is clear that a practical descriptive model
must assume away some of the more intricate aspects of the operation
of the entire system. Alternatively, it may be approprit : ·1,, ..- .
a detailed Monte Carlo simulation for a single route if the routes can
be effectively assumed to be independent.
Uhrv (1969) was the only one of these three to sug•'est an
economic efficiency criterion for the objective function. He
maximized the riders' benefit using consumer surplus. It is commonly
accepted however that some of the benefits from operating a bus ;ystem
are in fact the social benefits to cie non user. "ence, if a
cost-benefit approach is appropriate, social benefits should be
included as well as user consumer surplus.
Three more recent studies byv iasselstroj (1982), Kocur and
Hendrickson (1982) and Ceder (1982) examine at least in part the
frequency allocation decision. Interestingly they differ dramatically
in the role, scope and the criterion used in eachi model.
Both Rasselstrom (19'32) and Kocur •nd -ten'rickson (12)' appr•ach
the much wider decision context which includes route network
adjustment and in Kocur and Hendrickson's case even fare setting.
These matters, however, are strongly governed by factors beyond thu
planner's domain. Even though this sort of approach has been popular
in the theoretically oriented literature, I would argue that a useful
tool must be more realistic about which decision variables are really
under the control of the decision maker.
Hasstlstrom uses a mathematical programming technique
incorporating a descriptive framework based on assumptions much more
relevant to the European context. The cost-benefit analysis approach
suffers from being simplified into a trip maximization objective.
This model requires a series of weak assumptions, mainly to facilitate
a more complicated inte-er programming technique which is in itself
not relevant to the decision context I have isolated. One of the most
important features of the service allocation decision will in fact be
determining a credible .lecisiun criterion, so I propose to expend more
effort in expanding this direction in particular.
On the other hand, Kocur and Hendrickson accept descriptive
simplicity in order to obtain greater flexibility between a series of
management objectives which form the alternative decision crit eria -or
the model. However for t!ie particular service allocation decision, it
is not clear that deficit minimization for instance, is an important
criterion for the planner who perceives a fixed operating budget.
Kocur and Hendrickson attemat to grneralize a number oft aspects orf a
bus network- and the SRTP process and do not offer as much flexibility
and insight as one would like for the particular problem at hand.
Ceder (1982) approaches the frequency allocation problem without
a clear decision criterion, but is extremely aware of the operating
environment around this computer model. For ' stance the form of the
model is skillfully oriented towards dealing with the forms of data
available to planners. The frequency can then be determined on the
basis of either peak demand observations or average occupancy on the
complete route. However, neither of these are based on a very soundly
argued criter-ion, and no prtference is mentioned, although they ar,
criteria that Iainners c,,,.monly use.
Through a survey of relevant, literature I have attempted to
examine the important aspects that establisi the sort of uses a
cI•p:Lut::r tool may be good .far. Furthermore-, there seems tc be a .ap
between "'hat ,uI .ti - `'ive as the ni 'the that rer.sent. s th
aTanner~ e e,:oiS for suchi a tooi and t'ie tools :seve(lped so far. A
r q-..uencyv 1 Loc:i;t i e-. ; - : : . s : -
. n- " and 1 . , that t'-11
4W i be jaseC1 on.
1.5: Thesis Contents
Th" next chapter : stabli3hes more reci seIv the tteorcticai
nature of the model we shall be using to examnie the decision
environment. Subsequcent chat ters xcamine eimpircal omissions,
theoretical xtensions and issues that test and exnmine :he actual
usage of the nodel as a tool. 1Chater Tut o coucentLrates on a deduc: Iye
criticism of t1he way the descriptive qualities of the bus ne[wor. have
been reduced to make a mathematical mode& tractable. This leads into
the empirical test in Chapter Five which prioritises the shortcomi;gs
identified in Chapter Two for a specific case. Chapter Three is
concerned with the practical issues of producing the data required to
run the model. Chapter Four is concerned with iqsues concerning the
wider solution space discussing matters that are otherwise outside the
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models paradigm including risk, stochasticity, uncertainty and systrn
dynamics. Finally some constructive recommendations and concliusions
in Chanter Six wi 11 refocus th- i'f ' s-Ion r -,T, -onf ,3': qtemS
analysis in supporting decision-making. Chapter Six also includes a
recommended framework for making the decision with computerized
analysis aids.
CHAPTER TWO: THE SERVICE ALLOCATION MODEL
2.1: Evaluatinz a •Model Form.
In this chapter I will present a detailed description of the
frequency determination rodel. It is based on a formulation presented
ov Furth (193')), but I would like to reappraise every judemental
decision made to come up with that formulation. 1 . general, I would
identify two categories of such judgementaI inputs that affect the Cinal
character of the model.
First of all, an analyst delineaLes the rorad aspects oc ii -od"l:
thie methodology, the scope and the decision criteria. These decissoo1
are characterized by the discreteness of the possible choices .ind wi I
be dictated to a large extent by the analyst's specific skilli and 'i-
experience with the particular problem. Even so these jecisiuns
probably also have the most profound impact on the character of the
model which in turn reflects on the focus of our study: the potential
rses and oles of such o ;del• In practicP.
Later in the chapter i shall set the scope of the judzemental
decisions which involves finding approoriate trade-offs between the
costs of computation and data collection as opposed to the accuracy of
the model. These analyses have a different character because threy
concern finding the optimal mix rather than being either/or decisions.
These inputs are also dependent on the outcomes of the first set
identified. The kinds of issues which affect accuracy of the model
inc lude:
(a) Whether parameters can be assumed constant over the variables
of the model, e.g. assuming marginal cost equals average cost.
(b) W'heth-r some impacts can be neglected.
(c) Whether points of discontinuity are acceptable e.g. how the
definition of discrete time periods affects the results.
(d) Finally, whether certain probabilistic variables can be
approximated . Itcier-lini tic.
Effectively these assumptions are dictated by computational
complexity and data unavailaoility. So it should be borne in miind, when
reviewing these details ,W t:t;e model ihat future tecihnoloaical
devColrentrts -7av roeaix t!';* cnstr ints and may make more comolex f:[r-ms
, ef th model Iore tenable.
2.2: La-v2in • -e 7ou Idations f.r the •!oeI!
_efore tackling the details of the model I would like to dwell on
the broader issues which set the frarmework of the analy'sis. I assert
that it is deciding on these points of departure that ultinately plays a
large part i! deC,errinin .:lhe usefulness orf t•"e model in -ractice.
Furthermore the criteria for making these broader decisions must be
developed cocsiderin; the model's intended future use. Unless the model
is developed in a state of awareness about this decision context, the
arguments may arbitrarily follow the economic or operations research
paradigms. Each area of theoretical specialization is based on certain
rarely questioned a priori statements that lock into these specific
paradigms so I i•hall examine how these broad decisions about the scope
of the model, the decision criteria and the role of the model might
effect the ultimate character of the tool being produced.
First of all there are certain characteristics pertain2; .:.
mathematical programming structure which we shall be using. Clearly
mathematical programing is primarily a procedure concerned with
generating optimal solutions. As such this approach is predicated :)
the existence of a single objective function that represents the sole
decision criterion. Sometimes multiple objectives can be included,
though only when trade offs between the objectives are defined. This i.
turn neans that. the role of this optim•ization model can be chief:l
identified within the evaluative category :mentioned previousl!.
Therefore thle interaction of exnert judgement with the computer-aied
decision process can readil "/ be neglected. Descriptive models allow
greater interaction because the planner rather than the machine is the
originator of the solutions.
The optimal solution as specified does not address the path to be
taken fro-i the present state to arrive at the op.timal state. In this
way the model is static rather than dynamic and each solution is
described only by its own characteristics. Therefore the costs and
constraints associated with the change processes are ignored, since this
would involv'e characteristics of other states.
Mathematical programming also distinguishes between sets of
feasible and infeasible solutions by introducing a set of constraints.
However no trade-offs are allowed between the solutions within the
constraints and those outside the constraints. This marked contrast
with the trade offs allowed within the objecrive function defines the
different characters of those two elements of the model. This is most
striking when for instance the issue of bus capacity is considered. It
is difficult to determine a loading at which a bus is "at capacity",
since one more passenger can always be found who will squeeze himself on
to save himself an uncertain wait. R-owever planners usually tak in
terms of a physical bus capacity. The first notion places capacity
issues strictly in the objective function of the program since
trade-offs are present between perceptions of capacity. The second
.:iewoint i4oulu establish capacity concerns as )operational constraint
since the notion of physical capacity is absolute.
Another aspect of these broad issues arises from the decisions
concerning what is appropriately included in the model, that i3 the
scope of the model. This is determined througil the interpretation of
the decision sequence that we have accepted as a context for the service
allocation decision. Since the process of bus scheduling is subsequent
to, and separate from this decision, the b)us arrivals and hence the
passenger arrivals can only be described at the level of bus flows and
passenger flows. Stochastic variation in the arrivals is described by
the uncertainty concerned with the rate of flow. Clearly when the level
of service at a bus stop is only being described as a flow the concept
of a discrete bus trip disappears. This is not really a simplification
as much as it is an analogy and hence it will introduce certain
inconsistencies into the model.
Alternatively the scope of the model can be seen in terms of where
thea analyst i• prepared to a3sume away the • ,,iStecn ofU I complicated
,i1e,endencites. In the deri-;ion sequence characterizing the bus olanni isn
process, we presented a simplified form of dependence between individual
decision units. Similarly I h;all be assuming that t he extent of the
interaction occurring betwce,'n 'uses operating on a single right of -ray
is not :a function , 'r.m rrc ,; effectiv.!y ignorin: •.is bunch, -,
t. ,- Cs .:n Lra·v6 t ieS. , d iI, In i c:. r ErCffe cCs or.C :- part, ;,iir
i so S .Or.i, '1 I .1'I.; -'1,,ii .
7' -hirl a ect thit .. :ave detfine.:; -i • f --itive )f i,, -.--;
th!e ,,aliuat ive critc:ria :e shall be using. L. s ikely that t hi is .
critically imporrtant as)occ: of :he exercise s;incC frequencv .a'locatiofl
in current practice displays sC:r.e ao arien ano'.ma1 i s about te ,atare ,r
this criterion. I shall use an economically based criterion, oriented
towards an efficient cost-benefit analysis of the decision. As stated
t.,is paradimn chiefly imnoses the restrictions that .i!i the costs and
benefits are both measureable and tradeable. owever as Lo fur:tier in
defining the problem, I shall need to discard a social welfare
representation so that the model makes few distinctions between the
needs of different people. In addition, I shall have to reconcile forms
of parameter measurement that themselves are contradictory and
contentious. Nevertheless, given the need for a single explicit
decision criterion, I feel cost benefit analysis represents the clearest
available rationale which can incorporate the goals of a bus agency.
2.3: Detailed Model Description
The mathematical form of the modr• i:~ i .iivcn in 1u'r 2.1. Si:ic-
it is very similar to the form Furth (;93C) used i shall cricicallv
examine its elements rather than explaining just the methodology. In
general the model is quite typical of a number of apporoaches presently
being advocated tackling management/planning models, so the comments
also have some wider implications. I am aiso vi,-Wi,'', ,thi as t,-e Stiat,
of the art in computer modeoin. for t:i• -. :-.rm i
decision area software engineers presently, are opening , 1 •..:
,discussion includes a critical exai i .
computer tool deve.lopment and advancen:ent.
Furth's model is typical of the way t.,e matl.matical ro-gramm1in
method styliises a decision. This forT includes a: OjOctive f::::Ct in
which is the embodiment of the decision criterion and the constrairt_
which identify a set of feasible solutions. Furt!hermore, the way :;at
the dimensions of the problem are sialified to facilitate the analysi:
also strong'l influences the character of t!e final .cl-dl, e. .
the spatial and temporal dimensions are continuous or in 'what fashion
they are made discrete.
This particular model establishes a descriptive framework based on
steady-state characterizations typical of the operation of the transit
network at particular times of the day. So each period is represented
by a "snapshot". Within this "snapshot" the flows of buses and
passengers have to be described as rates, rather than for instance using
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A. Objective Function: Maximize benefits
minimize z(hij): =
j
N
P j b1
= i- 1i 2 ij
r j(u) du - a1. 11 .
- consumer surplus - social benefits.
B. Constraints:
(a) Subsidy:
p N
D jj-iD irj a i=
Skj
h 1 ji rij (hij
(b) Fleet size in each period:
j t
i=1 ij
(c) Capacity on each route:
hij - min[cij. rij(hij), xj],9 i, J
(d) Non negativity for each route:
hij - 0 , V i, j
Figure 2.1: Frequency Determination Model
ri. (hij)I
I
Glossary:
j - index number for each time period
P - total number of time periods
i - index number for each route
Nj - total number of routes
hij - headway on route i in period j
rij(hij) ridership on route i boarding in period j
bij - monetary value of wait time
a - monetary value of additional passenger miles attracted
sý - operating cost per round trip
- average fare collected
So - total subsidy available
" - round trip travel time with recovery
- buses available
3 - capacity factor incorporating load profile characteristics
and design loads
,D - duration of period in hours
1 - average length of tripij
x.. - policy headway13
Figure 2.1 (cont'd.): Frequency Determination Model
a Monte Carlo simulation process which would represent buses and
passengers discretely as individuals. This form of representation only
considers steady state conditions and does not e'xamine cha•',,;. T;,
reality, of course, the system will need to adjust between these states
if the recommended solution is adopted, however this is not an i•sue
thi3s rmet"hodolo0;y can easily assimilate.
lNot beirg able to model flux in the system has many iipliic•tions.
Some of the character of this flux can to a certain extent be subsumed
by incorporating it as a l+evel of uncertaint'/. Powever •he uncertainty
does not comnpltely capture tne nhenomenon., ince the amr-.o'It
uncertainty: itself has to be at a steady tate. ;evpertihetless it is in
this way possial to include to a certain level of confi~dence that say
the ridershi, iv (ne of these snapshfots wi I not exceed a certain: peak
ridership. rhis is done by including perturbation terms which nodify
the mean ,alue by a certain number of standard deviations. The
shortco-nings of representing the system statically rather than
dynamically sugigests the periods shoul-i be defined :icross times irh•o?
little flux occurs and the single snapshot used is reasonably
representative of the whole period.
The objective function calculates the changes in benefits and costs
between the steady states that represent the present strategy and the
recommended strategy. This may not be a very accurate description since
in reality the system is always in transition and these steady states
may never be observed. This becomes especially important as one
considers how to model demand. Between these two steady-state
conditions there are likely to be ridership changes resulting from the
service changes. The real potential benefit from any change in the
service allocation, hlowever, may not be achieved because the ridership
may not change quickly enough between subsequent adjustments of the
service allocation.
Optimality therefo)re is not really independent of time as this
approach assumes. In fact optimality should be cxamined in the
transition sta'es that occur between the change in service and the
lagged change in ridership. It i hoped toat the initial change
recommendjat ins wil I be the largest and at future changes will staoiliz t
as the recommendedi and actual strategies convergc.
2.3.1: The Obj;ective Function
he objective function is sui-mary of the "benefit~ one <PC.ectL) to
be derive-i froim ,pP(rating the bus system. "enco maximizing thie benefits
wit:i: a set of .:-erating constrints (incl•di~g the cost of runnin- t',
system) is a more direct way of measuring the performance of the svste-
tihn aan exanination o.j service objectives. In their current situations,
transit agencies are focusing on efficiencv, goals similar to those in
cost benefit analysis. Nevertheless in as far as it is useful to
simplify the mathemarical formulation, service objective representation
nay just represent a more concise form of an objective function
evaluated in cost benefit terms. The only other special aspect of a
cost benefit approach is the apparent need to quantify the elements of
the analysis in dollar terms. In fact dollars may be used for more
intuitive appeal, but the medium of exchange is not an integral part of
the analysis, only the fact tCiat there must ;~' some consistent medium of
A cost benefiL analysis considering welfare effercts is the fullest,
most complicated .rm of a cost benefit rceplsentation possible.
Huw•v:r it i.ltroucs levels of complication and data requirtement, that
.:.,0 Pe ,- if• .fi ::n . " r-e a.l r'n in a r ctical ?7 :,''t . [ . '•:1n
i. r kIuir es li-irificatcion about equityv ibjective' s l,)iat wo0!lii b,
1o3 iticallv ver; cor, n io ',. ' t'iscu ;.r
a.;:.,? C- , 'r• c: : -ros s a -. t, ' ." 3: 1[ in-' '
,. r.s> t ; ;il e- ,ii:-I cu: t to incorporat c'r ' - trar, ;t -
o.Yjectives that are oriented towards serviag special needs rat,•(r t:ian
te .looba l 1emand and focusio:: on special 2ro.ups. .-uch as thl agd, th (
disabled and t.ne unemnloyed. Equally it does not consi".er in any
favored light .roups which may be paying more towards the syst.m
subsidy.
The objective function identifies t wo sources of '.,nefit that arise
from operating a bus system. In broad terms they are benefits t.hat are
accrue to the riders of the system, and benefits that accrue to users of
other modes due to bus ridership. When improvements occur in bus
service, riders incur benefits from shortened wait times and non-riders
incur benefits from the increase in bus rider3hip that occurs.
As in Figure 2.1 the riders benefits are formulated using the
concept of consumer surplus. This measures the difference between the
wait time the rider is willing to accept, and still travel by bus, and
that wait time which the rider actually incurs. To simplify the
calculation of waiL time, the average wait ti:nLe is assumei', equal to
one-hall f tho average heaadway. St-icctl V, .vt tI i ~ 1 . ' ,:--ao ,•;i'
unreliaoility in the service and decrease with b)etter knowledge of the
timetable. Furthermore there will be a certain inconvenience associatoid
..itl a specific schedule. 4.t.'ether thi4 teans .. Tit ihe estirnat of
wait time is crude but is .a!so th- rest r•rt is.r as c1nc•Ci fn.-- .
L&is situation.
3enefits incurred by thow non-ri:v-r.s, the social wenefi -, .r.,
assumed collinear with bus passenger ni ,s .r:i?:. •.( -
representative ,measure of the ext.ent of • us u.is. •- . -e •necifi< fr-:
of externality which this represents are for nst.ince the relief of
congestion, reduction in poIlution, conservat ion of scarce resources -:d
benefits from land use changes. These are usually related to the iun.ter
of miles travelled on the bus system rather than in cars. Further-ore
maximizing passenger miles is used by London Transport as the overrilding
service objective, and much recent work has shown it to be a very ,-ood
measure of these externalities (Glaister 1983). Hence since the service
objective of maximizing passenger miles serves quite accurately as a
proxy for what would otherwise require a complicated analysis, it is
quite reasonable and convenient to use it here.
The final components of this objective function are the parameters
b .. and a. that represent the conversion of these physicalij 13
measures into their monetary equivalents. One issue here involves
deducing an appropriate value for these numbers, the other related issue
is concerned with what level of disaggregation of these parameters is
appropriate. Assuming no welfare effects only a single "b" is required
for the whole analysis. Different values of "a" are sug.ested when the
size of the social benefit varies across routes. This however requires
knowledge about the transport and urban system generally outside the
transit planner's domain. If more information is available about 'ho
make-up of the ridership and how these numbers shouldl vrvy bt-'e,?n ri•"er
groups, welfare effects may in fact be assimilated into the modei.
Furthermore the marginal values of these ben-efits are assuried cons•~nt
in the model over the service changes and their subs-Pquent ,fttct;.
-hall discuss measurement and calibration of these values in Chatfer 4.
2.3.2: The Constraints
The constraints included in this model formul3tion r'prresent
aspects of the operational environment that restrict the for-. of service
that can be provided on each route. Due to the general formulation t:hey
do not include operational aspects that may be specific to a -articular
application of the model. Tilere a,'a: also be aspects of the one-'rnti.n-.
environment that cannot be formulated or cannot be included in of the
model. Identifying these cases is a major goal of examining the model
in action in Chapter 5.
The constraints included cover:
(a) the limited amount of subsidy available for the service,
(b) the size of the fleet that is available in each period,
(c) the need to provide a certain level of service due to capacity
considerations and/or service policies.
The subsilv constraint is formulated in terms of the difference
between the revenue collected and the operating costs. The marginal
fare and operating cost in this formulation are assumed constant over
all service chanes and for each time period and route, hence the
proportions :of r:'1 fare mix are assumed not to vary. In other words
service improvements are assumed not to attract proportionally more, for
example, pass nidLers or aged passengers. The model also effectivel:
ass•uns that there are no economios •f scale from operating -ore buses
Jn a1 route.
The ca'cuLat iri of the fleet requi red for a particular headw:ay is
based on an assumption of constant travel times although this may not ,:e
time where increased ridership delays buses during boarding and
alighting.
A constraint that has been excluded from this set is the preference
for integer solutions some bus agencies have in their operating
strategies. This may be due to a desire for clock face headways, but
also some operating strategies require integer solutions because little
interlining occurs in tLhe scheduling stage. Hence the number of buses
allocated to each route in each time period must be an integer.
However, integer optimization methods are far more complex than
continuous optimization methods and with reasonably robust solutions and
well behaved objective functions the nearest integer solutions should be
good approximations to the optimum integer solution.
The next section describes in more detail the descriptive quality
of these constraints. It looks at how demand variation, the bus
network, operating costs, and bus capacity are, representrd.
2.4: Descriptive Elements of the Model
2.4.1: Demand Variation
In general two areas of deoate exist about representing demand
variation in the model. First of all, it is not clear whether fixed or
ivriable demand representation is more appropriate.. SecCrndl', -Pi 1n .
need for variable demand representation, an aproprirate form of the
Oe-nand function rmust be determinied in order . to cI'cuI te cons: r
' enefits, social Denefits, revenue and the capacity constrai-t for a
particular route operation.
If the model is to be applied every three monthis, then the dvra'nics
of rirdership change may be such that a steady state will not have been
reached b.y the time the next decision is made. Demand in fact may
change very little over these periods of time. So a need far variable
udemand formulations arises from thie extý,nt to wJhic demand carn 'e
expected to vary in three months and the importance of anticipatin a the
long term steady state conditions associated with a service change. The
dynamic behavior of the system is even more olusive than the steady
state description. However, it is also reasonable that one would expect
a certain stabilization to occur after the initial chanze corresponding
to the new operating strategy. The demand predictions are iteratively
adjusted as the effects of the changes are observed. So the difference
would be that in one case one would approach the variable demand optimal
directly, and in the other case the same solution would be reached via a
diversion in the direction of the fixed demand solution. The slower
rate of change in the second case will be less beneficial when
transition costs are considered in the evaluation.
Clearly, the best model would be flexible enough to represent bo.th
variable demand and fixed demand (variable demand with zero elasticity)
to enable the planner to examine sucri dynamics. Furthermore, since we
are able to model both, and the only extra data rcquiremenC is some
knwiidge aiJcut the elasticit whicni ir not nearly as restrictive as
assuning zero elasticity for the fixed demand model, one may as well
formulate a variable demand model.
The demand function selected is tlie pvot-poiint logit mo-el shown
in Figure 2.2. It models ,)nly demand variation that results from
headway, and hence wait time changes. The elasticity is also encoded in
a way that accounts for its exoected variation with trip length. One
would expect that for longer tri&s the proportion of generalizod cost
represented by-wait time is smaller and so these trips would be less
elastic with respect to headway changes. Other terms correspondin'g to
cross elasticities would be required if the demand is affected by
headway changes on other routes.
The primary feature of the pivot point logit that makes it the most
suitable demand function is that it reproduces the observed ridership,
so that demand variation is considered only from the actual point of
observation. This at least ensures that the present steady state
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Figure 2.2:' Pivot Point Logit Demand Function
i -p
r.. (h ) = L - (1 + -I * ex (-J( j) * (h..-hO ))) -
13 ij O o -J(l) ij
.ij ij
Glossary:
r. (hr..):
ij
0O .
ij
J(1..):
ij
13
number of riders on route i in period j
obser~ved number of rider,
obser-ed proportion of the t3cal possibie travellars
choosing bus
Elasticity bet-ween the headway and the ridership on
route i
average trip length
observed headway on route i
recommended headway on route i
conditions are reproduced in the model. Inaccuracies associated with
ridership prediction will increase with the size of the service change.
Secondly the loi it function is based o- ) 1isair,;• ~ • •t'ilt
maximizing model which reflects accepted concepts about travel
decisions. The disadvantage arises from having to estimate the modal
split term, 2 , which describes the percentage of the potential
market that travels by bus currently. This i volves informati' -on, :
travel modes other than bus, information wfrich is i,-ss readi' available
to the agency.
2.4.2: De.terining Capacit•
Decidin:, when a route is operating at capacity is very crucial. AL
one extreme a perception that all routps are in fact capacity
constrai.ned would reduce the allocation problem to one of simpl,)
equalizing load factors. Furthermore, there is a strong indication fro-n
current practice that peak load conditions should have a large effect '>-
the decision. The crucial point in modelling capacity is to be able to
describe the equilibrium state when the peak demand is just satisfied by
the service the operator supplies. This equilibrium creates the
critical condition that is formulated in the capacity constraint; peak
demand must not exceed supply. This still does not indicate what a
satisfactory criterion is, however, only how to describe it.
The peak demand is created by a complicated nixture of various
aspects of the model. It will, of course, be related to the total
ridership on the route, as given by the demand function; but will also
be strongly affected by the ridership patterns - in particular the
locations of the boardings and alihtings. Furthermore demand itself
can be expected to vary over time within any time period. So the actual
peak demand point within the period will be related to the average
steady state conditions, but will also depend on schedule details and
the adjustment (to the schedule) of passenger arrival times at stous.
This descriptive appraisal still does not consider the effects of tho
forms of unreliability and missed runs. that ýwill occur in an actual
setting which will also affect the calculation of peak demand. In all,
the capacity issue is a very convoluted one.
To pin down the subject some broad assumptions are made. First the
ooserved passenger arrival rates will not be modified because of changes
in the capacity conditions on the route. So the observed demand will in
fact be independent of the supply.
characterized by broad satisficing c
rider's wait time is only prolonged
in a small Proportion of instances.
of this problem is the prediction of
the passenger arrival pattern) under
assumption that must be made in this
will cause changes in the scale, but
boardings/alightings profile and the
words arrival patterns in both space
same form over the range of possible
Next the operator's policy is
:riterion which ensures that a
due to buses being over capacity
One of the most uncertain asoects
the peak demand (or equivalently
altered conditions. The crude
case is that changes in ridership
not the shape, of the
peak load-time profile. In other
and time are assumed to have the
service changes.
To derive the constraint formulation, let us consider the bus trip
that copes with the peak load condition on a particular day, in a
particular time period. We shall assume that this trip carries tbhi
maximum number of riders as well as the maximum peak load of all trips
on that route in that time period. Now on a particular day the level of
service supplied can be characterized as in Figure 2.3. These two
profiles, of bc)ar;i . s and alightings over the route on this maximum
ridership trip and of the distribution of the total riders carried over
the period, can be used as intuitive devices to [ormulate the capacity
constraint.
The oojOCti', iS a relatior. convhrtin
.  
twhe total ridershi-p per 'our
to the peak a. .. The total ridership per hour is directl., related to
the product of avrazge load per bus and the frequency. Then the averai:-e
load per bus is related to the load on the maximum ridership trip
according to the temporal distribution of arrivals. Similarly the
total load on the trip with the maximum load is related to the peak load
on that trip in accordance with the ari, m k ng patterns over the route.
:e will characterize these distributions over time and over the route
as ratios as in Figure 2.4. They are characterized separately because
they stem from quite different causal influences.
A further dimension is added if we are to describe the situation
comprehensively. All these three factors that we use to calculate the
peak load - the ridership per hour, the ratio between the average
ridership per trip and maximum ridership per trip, and the ratio between
the maximum ridership on a trip and the peak load on that trip; will all
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A. The Relationship between Peak and Average Demand:
pd d* d
pk d -* idi
pk iid d Jd dij ij
R1*
" -iJ
t*
-iji
* rij(hij) * hij
* rij(hij) * hij
B. Supply Must Not be Less than Demand:
d ,pki )Sh ij iij
peak demand per hour <supply per hour
1* t*
R * R * r (h ) * h 5 Cij -ij * ijij) * ij ij
C. With Stochastic Perturbations:
1* 1*
-ij + KijI
I t•t** R + K.o
-ii *ij
Sij r
Srij (hij ) + K. .hij
- Cij
D. Relating Theory to Service Policies.
C (K.r {... + K.a r ... } ) F C  (1-S.)ij .a ij ij
-I policy load standard a C (1-Sij)
E. Constraint:
<j Ciij(1-Sij)
(Ri +K al*)ij ii * (RH*) * r (hi_j rij(hij)
Figure 2.4: Capacity Constraint Formulation
Glossary:
pkdij
1d4
--- dldij
hij
rij (hi )
1*
R..
-1j
- peak load on tripwith maximum load for
route i period j and day d
- total riders on trip with maximum load
on route i, etc.
- mean total riders per trip on route i, etc.
- headway on route i and period j
- total ridership on route I period j
dpk..
d*d
Trd, id -;
-ij ,X1Ici..
:1'
Cij
c~ 2j(1S J)
t*
Orij
- physical capacity of bus
- service load standard
- daily standard deviation of R.1
-i
t*
- daily standard deviation of R..
-1i
- daily standard deviation of r.ij(hij)
K - factor to achieve X% confidence
--
vary between days. So these must not only be measured once, but to
satisfy some minimum criterion of serviceability, we must be able to
predict the effect of low probability occu:rrnn. . fct aty
means and the standard deviations of the day-to-day variation can serve
as the number for describing these satisficing criteria, givpn we can
assume independence between the probabilistic vari ition of thcse
Finally toe issue of uncertainty in ~eriod of flux is an isu--
tiat we must consider under the ruoric of varirabie i-mand. int: i-.:'
we can relate the total ridiersnin obse"rved on i c:fc •r
of passenger arrivals between thee t that ri ~ :';es :i: i.:-ch sron
and the time that the previous trip departs. :;ow our predictions .about
the natuire of the changes will be such that the forr.. or h fane o  thp
arrival and ridership profiles is invariant over such chang•s, whereas
the scale changes to suit the predictions of the total ridership per
hour.
There is a minor anomaly here caused by the fact that we are
observing only steady state conditions. The bus trips, as represented
on the time axis, are seen as instantaneous points; since within this
framework discrete bus trips must be interpreted as flows of passengers
and buses. This means that the transitions between periods cannot be
clearly defined since it is impractical to consider assigning the first
three stops of a trip to one period and the rest to the next. There is
a problem concerning the passengers whose trip took them past these
three stops.
Relating this to practice observed in agencies one notes that the
effects of daily variation on establishing a serviceable capacity
criterion are subsumed in the service load standards (see Fi~',ire 2.A).
Although this may not be the case in the future, the unavailability of
data has made calibration of the standard deviation indicated
impossible. To accuunt for the several types of variation the serveirc'
load standards require that typical maximum loads are kept vwel belo '
the physical capacity of the bus. So the physical capacity of a bus is
assumed to be, in fact, lower than it really is - decreasing the
criterion on the supply sid rather than incroasin• the doemand side
Snere the probaSbiistic effects play the greatest role. v'ith better
data being collected this representation is somewhat crude and
inflexible. As a result on -anv occasions service poiic;is a;r, vioiate'i
in practice to provide service which better corresponds to the
cnaracteristics of the observed demand. Hence this analysis should help
to formulate a more flexible service policy, more attuned to the
,invironment, as well as encoding the ca4acitI relation i:: ao o: t:hat i7
familiar to the planner
Effectively the capacity relation reduces to quite a simall package.
Most of the terms in the inequality reduce to a route and period
specific constant. In practice it is, however, useful to have an
intuitive feel for the make-up of this constant when it comes to
thinking about redefining the capacity criterion in some way.
Furthermore since both sides of the inequality are offectively
monotonic a unique headway can be found for each route and period that
reresents the critical capacity condition. Above this headway value
the route will be over capacity, and so the solution will be infeasible.
2.4.3: Operating, Cost Function
The unimposing form of the operating cost, kij, in the general
model form given in Section 2.1, disguises a complexity equal to that of
the demand and capacity formulations. ýformally very simple cost
functions are used and the underlying complexities are ignored.
In the first ac'nc it is necessary to define the actual costs bein"
sought. The model formulation requires an estimate of the changes in
cost occurrin, as a :lrect re-suli of t chdnoo in the freiquency of the
service on s asc. 3i at a -arL i,:ular t mI,. o:ence we are chiofly
concerned with the cost of operatin-i the bus; the labour, fuel and
Mnaintenance costs. To a lesser e*tent th,'is Model is concerned w'ith the
extra costs caused in marketing and administration, after the initial
costs of planning the change have already been borne. Usually three
rmajcr components are identified in this for-mulation: vehicle miles,
venicl~ hours and the peak nunter of ''uses used. (Te lattr represet
the organizational cost component.) However, as Herzenberg [19821
points out, such a cost formulation may also need a dimension which
causes the marginal costs to vary over different routes and between
times of the day. There are two ways of calibrating such a function
once its form has been determined. Often it is calibrated according to
some calculation of the expected size of the coefficient, c.g. the
vehicle hour coefficient can be calculated from the labour costs of the
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drivers. Alternatively, a regression will calibrate the coefficients in
a less intuitive way, but it is us.eful in including costs that are less
readily quantifiable.
CHAPTER THREE: DATA REQUIREMENTS
Given that the broad structurr of the model has been defined, nmost
decisions about the model form depend on finding an appropriate balance
between the potential errors and the costs of both computation and data
collection. In an era of revolution in the cost and performance of
computation, it is data collection and the limits to theoretical
:tnowledge which are likely to be more pressing.
The ain of expanding our theoretical 'nowledge is closely related
Lt reriucing rhe data requirmencnts and the comput.tatital burden.
Broadly t'eorizing involves making ever more succinct generalizations
about a particular system, :usually by reconfigurin, or expanc•in-g the
set of approoriate assumptions. The point of describ4ing the vsrtem
more succinctly is to reduce the data requirements and the
computational burden. In other words a model is composed of amounts of
experimental and non-experiaental evidence, such that less of one
requires more of the other. The non exnerinental evcdenco includes the
assumptions that,- together with a rationale to cement them, form the
body of the theory.
In light of the fact that the computational burden is not a major
factor in our case, and in light of the close relationship between the
levels of assumptions in theory and the data requirements I would like
to examine more closely the role of assumptions and data.
First of all I shall examine in this chapter the nature of
assumptions especially in their relation to empirical data. In the
process I shall suggest that the prevailing attitude towards data is
soirie:what too s styl•~o!d, and how a broader, more f.,1l.xibIle perspective can
1i:-lu1i-+Incc ,  te e i1a, s i, -;[ic " chu-.l2tl cer, 'iodels can .)( useful . Final> -
shall relate this to the data requirements of Furth's model and the
possible approaches that can be used to obtain the needed data.
C3.1 : ".I o ,i nsutr-
"" at I , v': su'k' St, ed t. a-,: mcod:'. jnr ua.- f,' i ,: o ,.: o 'road
Se. .,i...ts, .:.n t •- . - , t"; ,i: i" .urd ,.n
Th5s concP tunl delinieatiln 't-~Cleen assuJntmions anad Isatra is ,nuritO
usef:· even hough it re"resents :.ev uie  's:tract o•arities )f .
range or -~.ore relistic possijbizities. -\ltiu;t P A .)U;-: sof two concntu:ai
inputi are substitutable in as far as just makinig the model work, tihey
have quite different quaiitative eff-ects on th model. The cnaracter
of tne, model and henrce its a nororipat rolT -s a planninq tool wi 11
depend on whether the model is based largely on assumptiv e or empirican
evidence. On the one hand there are assumptive inputs which are
jud'gemental and non-empirical so in fact the inputs are lartgely
subjective. On the other hand thero is data which is emoirical and
observable so that this input can be considered as objective. This
conceptualization does not consider theory to be anything more than an
a priori rationale For combining the assumptiions and data together into
a useful model. Unlike the inputs we are examining, theorizing can
only be done well or badly whereas the inputs are introduced in greater
or lesser amounts depending on the model's needs. It is a widely held
belief that assumptions should be used only in circumstances wnere no
alternative exists. In other words, the -- nernl 1ttit'!',d, t ;
evinced in practice, is that assumptions weaken the analysis whereas
data, in as far as it substitutes for assumptions can only strenuthen
it. Decision-n'aking theory stems from the disciplines in the empirical
sciences and so judgement has become undervslue'd. in . ractice. 'M,,
decisions are made according to the fallacy ticar tie only 9tntlai
informational value lies in data, and t'at the assu'mption introsi c~d
are pure cost burdens.
iowever the paradigm of the emnirical scientists is c':alen •e, av
the fact that no input into a model will be completely empirical,
neither will an assumption constitute just a random guess without seMe
aspect of the outside world. Assumptions are continually made in the
process of data collection, and in decisions about how the data will
ultimately be presented and used. So the perception of the objective
model is quite idealistic. More importantly assumptions can be I,cked
at as expert judgements. 'Under this guise assunptions become informed
and potentially useful. They may not be as unequivocal as empirical
data 'out it is also wrong to see assumptions or judgemental inputs as
having no informational value. However, problems arise when trying to
manipulate the informational value of the subjective inputs. The
presence of the informational value in assumptions is more uncertain
and therefore the information is less easily "mined".
3.2: The Effect of Empirical and Judgemental Inputs on the
Model's Character
I shall now examine the dialectic underlying the choice between
empirical judgemental input by looking at the two conceptual extrermes,
completely subjective and completely objective, separately. I shall
examine the character of a model based on either extreme. In addition
it is possible to look more broadly and comprehensively at the issue of
measuring (or more appropriately identifying) those inputs.
.The uncertainty pertaining to the informational value of
subjective data, and hence the difficulty of -.anaging this infor-ation,
is the feature that has the largest effect on models relyving c•n
suobictive infor-nation. The model cannot be expected to result i' a
singie correct ig-ure. If the inputs are nonempirical they are :-ore
easily challen'.,ed by others. However the model with subjective oir.uts
can still be useful. Most notably it can still be a learni:ng or
intuition building tool. For instance the scope of the problem and the
crucial decision variables may be identified even if the availability
of empirical data is low. It is still nossibi*: to establitzh "ie
critical inputs into the problem and the likely range of possible
solutions. This is achieved through sensitivity analysis and
robustness analysis. The former establishes the critical inputs, the
latter the range of possible solutions.
The value of the model in such an analysis stems from its ability
to describe the operating environment in nore detail and more
comprehensively than the planner otherwise might. For instance the
service allocation decision has many dimensions - between periods and
over routes - which the planner cannot be expected to absorb and
deci pher.
On the other hand the model with empirical inputs is more ori.ntoe,!
to problem solving. If all the inputs can be measured exactly, and if
the problem is stated precisely, then a single best solution should
result. Althoughi the. pure empirical model is an ideal form, as already
mentioned, the model 'il never ',)e strictly one or the other. So it is
important that the potential value of assumptions is better understood
and incorporated into the standard methods of inalysis. An examcle of
a scenario that caitalizes on thi- distinction is as follo)s. The
planner wiOhes to ,:xa2it a art iular problr. Before tack!ing a
;1mjor dt:a colLc:'io n tro-edure to estabLish the problem environment,
he may exam-ine the situation usi1n a imulation --ascd on his intnitive
appreciation of thie bus operations and passenger demand. This nay
focus the planner's efforts to define the problem more precisely, if :ie
still believes one exists. It will also indicate which data is crucial
to verify empirically and the pruer acurcvy whizn should be re. uiredi
of this data. Sometimes a solution strategy miay even become apparent
before any length of time is spent in data coillction and collation.
This approach to problem solving is quite different from that of
evaluating all solutions and taking the optimal. In this way it can be
shown that the value of the mode split, .i - which is extremely
difficult to measure - in fact only affects large demand changes to a
significant extent. So obtains its precise value is not mandated by
the problem.
3.3: Obtaining the Model InDuts
On the basis of this broad conceptualization of the model iiputs,
I shall now examine four possible ways to define the mudel inputs.
The first approach is the one that would normally be associate'd
with measurement, that is observing the required data items. As part
of such an approach we must usually make some simplifying assumptions
which themselves are based on the possible future use of that data i:)
the model. For instanceo usually only ia arnoie of obsiervitions ,jill1 'e
made and these will e used to infer the co:.:plete eihavior. enr.ce it
is often a mnatter orf jud-ement about jut hw rp.sentaciv, t,, fi:a
statistic si.
In the case of -nore subtle pieces of data, eac-i value may: require
separate exper:aen·itation to achieve empirical measure;rnenr, and even
then the accuracy of such an estimate, as wellt as the inherent
assumtio,,s, remai.i questionable. For instance the empirical approach
to -easurinp the onetarv value of tiane is throubth revealod preference,
which it is very difficult to simulate in an unbiased way. Such
measurement is also obscure simply because the planner is trying to
measure something conceptual that does not really exist. Reveal-,d
preference assumes people are utility maximizers, which often may not
be true. Moreover, the final values may conflict with ethical or
political tests inherent in the decision. For example, revealed
preference will show a wealthy person values his time more then does a
poor person. A planner subject to political and moral pressures can
not, and possibly should not let this form of inequity influence his
decision. Finally, it is very expensive and experimentally difficult
to estimate elasticit;.s, so assumptions are often applied liberally to
facilitate analysis.
Other approaches to obtaining inputs rely less on empirical
evidence and more on producing a number based on a consensus. Often
the number for tho, input is dictated by a standard vý!ue whose use has
been agreed on. For instance there exist values to represent the
ber4-!fit ofr l rav ie savings rwhici are based on minimal empirical
. .v:'Ie ncn. Ai l..ernat ivi'ly, such a standard. vAi e ma represent a
prescriptive notion. For instance, contrary to the descriptive result.
of revealed preference approaches the standard value can reflect ideas
of equity that ire tnore acceptable both politic.qlly and ethically.
Clearly the choice between using descriptive and prescriptive data to
influence the decision necessarily has ethical overtones.
Alternatively standard values of elasticities would be useful in
situations where the stability of t:he 'alue of the elasticity across
environments is a reasonable assumption. These strategies represent an
alteornative to empirical measurement, and suagests some of the
shortcomings of pure empiricism.
Alternatively in the absence of a standard value the analyst might
just judgementally and unilaterally generate an appropriate value. The
information contained within such data is i:oing to be based on the
abstract and uncertain quality of the expert judgement producing it.
it may in fact be very accurate but its value remains uncertain until
it has been tested empirically. The chief advantage of this process of
data generation is ihati it is very iexpensive to g'nerate each value.
Thi squ,-Yast sn Fsr i fouirh -a gen tpt ion process th. t is particularly
appropriate for dealing with highly judgemental data.
Since judgementaliy determined values are inexpensive to obtain
but uf uncertain accuracy, the uncertainty can 5e reduced by working
w;ith range of sr~babl! 'r.!is. In this c.3se the analyst irdentifi-'.
:ie rin~: . that s:ioui, bhracket the true value. The uncertaintvy •nay be
Iuch that the answer is st:i1 rr -st :',,r !_ u.- bi .± v l,: , s :
-,ett•er easurrment i. s r-,l.:ir .. 1s.rLativelv critc-l res a
identified and it •.a be easier t' ~tt[ach the .-l'C-Ce• 1i value ••le
firily to one of these critical ran;es. Furthermore given that we are
possibly not looking for a si•n.le fi :al soluticn, but a bettter idea of
the scope and difficulties of the ýroblem, this sort of judgemental
input should play an even more important role in analysis pertaining to
decision making processes.
3.1: The Data Recuirements Cf the -Mojde
In order to incorporate the model into the planning procedure
certain data must be obtained. Initially a certain amount of data i.
required to establish the broad operating parameters of the model.
Then, for on-going application of the model, some of the data will
require periodic updating. First of all I wish to examine the case of
attempting to find empirically justified values for all the inputs.
Figure 3.1 represents a schematization of all the data required
for a single rourct to run a model including demand dependencies
involving one transfer and no different-?.:h- r:u'? cho{¢, Yr" "y"
represents an independnt data input required to run the model. As
indicated, each number is required over different time periods, across
different segments of the route and across lifferent 3rooupings )f
passengers into tripo types. The hypothoetica' r-t• covers 3 seg-~' t... -
stop w to stop X, stop X to stop Y, and .•,op . L- ;top Z - ths stopnt
being defined by different forms of dependence that occu:r with th-
routes 8, 6, and 6 (wiich consists of three se;rents: 0', 6" a
"'''). All in all this suggests a very excon.sive data coi;ct:tin
ef fort.
N'ow at the most detailed level of data collection a f:ill nassengoer
survey and ride count would establish most of these items. However the
h..
elasticity of demand, E ; the mode split, p.; and the values of time
rij
and social benefit are extremely difficult to establish. Figure 3.2
shows the types of data collection techniques that can 'be used to
obtain complete information, x, or partial information, o, about a data
item. Sometimes two techniques must be used in combination, x and
x(2) to fully establish the number. The relative cost of the
collection techniques increase from left to right although clearly the
cost is also dependent on the required sample size and the number of
observations required. The techniques giving partial information can
be used to update the results after we have established some structural
characteristics using the more detailed method.
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Route a: Stop W to Stop Z.
Y s" s"l
.4---------------------------------- Z-
Stop: W X Y Z
A: Endogenous, Operating Characteristics.
For each of: (a) tij: round trip time with recovery in each time period,
(b) 1i : segment length (both directions),
W X Y Z Total
and for:(c) h..ij: headway at the time of the passenger survey,
(d) D. : duration of time period,
(e) kij: operating, variable cost of each round trip (incl.
wages, fringe benefits, vehicle mileage),
(f) x..i: policy headway.
I x
in each time period.
B: Exogeous, Demand Characteristics.
o
For each of: (a) ri.: riders at time of passenger survey,
(b) a ij: standard deviation of ridership per hour,
(c) F.j: average fare paid,
(d) li.: average passenger trip length,
(e) pij: proportion of all trips made by bus,
Figure 3.1: Elements of Data Required for each Route in Bus Network.
I
and for: (f) Pi and ak : mean and
iion peak ij
on peak trip),
s.d. - (peak load/number of riders
(g) "Pj and aij: mean and s.d. - (riders on peak trip/average
riders),
i IX
in each time period.
C: Predictive Parameters.
hi
For (a) E ij: elasticity of wait-time with respect to ridership.r.
i zzx
in each time period.
D: Decision Parameters.
For (a) [ bij/aij ] : ratio of the monetary values of wait-time, to
passenger miles.
in each time period.
Figure 3.1 (contd.): Elements of Data Required for each Route in Bus
Network.
I
1
I
Figure 3.2 indicates how certain assumptions may be made to reduice
the cost of data collection. If assumptions can be made which make
feasible data collection techniques that are further to the lef: Or
which reduce the required frequency of collection, the cost saving of
making the assumption can be approximated. One crucial element in this
respect is the assumption made about the time periods. More time
periods increases the accuracy of demand simulation but also increases
the data collection cost. Some techniques like the passenger survey
can be run once to obtain all the necessary structural information and
so a cost reduction in this case is conrin;Yent on the critical Aiece of
information nost dependent on the passenger survey.
The data required for running the -.odel can ')e cateqorized
according to the level of description we wish to achieve in the model.
Looked at in another way it is based on the level of assumptions we are
willing to make which will reduce the possible degrees of freedom
incorporaLed into the description. Clearly the data required can be
divi led between the two t.radit:onal perspectives on an econom.ic
problem: the supply side and the demand side. The supply side
involves knowledge of the operating status and so this information
should be relatively easy to obtain. Information about the demand side
is less easily determined especi-lly under conditions of flux.
The levels of description provide useful categories for examining
data collection. The simplest level of description to consider is a
steady state description of the present system at a given instant.
Passenger surveys or counts provide most of the information under these
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conditions, but an experienced planner may also be able to make good
steady state parameter estimates. This information is an imporcant
foundation for a lot of assumptions about th', nnttire of trrnSit d,!.rnd.
Furth's model uses steady state descriptions so it is the crucial
level of data required for this study. It includes information about
tie fare mi:: on each route, the modal split between bus and ,auto a.rd
tne distribution of travel over the day.
Increasing the power of the description one may introduce toot
element of daily variation and any particular stoc:nastic element that
it requires. This data effort requires continual .ata, colioct,:n :
as from ride counts, point counts or revenue countr. 3asei on nd
structural assumptions in the first level of descri-tion, the •-at-,
collection techniques at this probabilistic level may be simplified and
made less costly. Although Furth's model includes some probabillitic
aspects, it is at this level that the model begins to display its
shortcomings.
Another -iore complex level of description that can be imnosed is
that of predi,:ting the effect of certain changes. This ;.itroduces
elements of predictive uncertainty that can only b- empirically
obtained through expensive experimentatiun. Alternatively the
experienced planner should also have a good idea about the way the
system will react to certain changes. Since this level of description
requires a feel for the dynamics of the environment, a planner is
probably more aware of what is happening at this level ;han a
state-of-the-art analytical model. So this side of the descriptive
capability should probably be driven principally by judgemental
information.
In summary the data requirerments can be divided into endoaeroous
and exogenous elements depending on the level of control the planner
may have over them. This is analogous to supply elements and demand
elements respectively. Then there are various levels of possible data
inputs that correspond to the complexity of the description included in
the model. The levels of description possible are, in order of
complexity, steady state and probabilistic and predictive, the litter
two sometimes being jointly called dynamic. The types of data
collection procedures required at each level are somewhat different.
Steady state descriptions require one time surveys, probabilistic
require on-going monitoring, whereas predictive are involved with
historic processes which may only be assessed on a judgemental level.
Furthermore, just like the classification of data as subjective or
objective, the nature of the final model, and hence its possible uses,
are closely tiod to the process and rationale ,,sed to obtain t:Lh data.
CHAPTER FOUR: SOLUTION TECHNIQUES
This chapter presents a brief commentary on the technique used to
solve the optimization program and examines some of the features
concerning the solution space that may influence the final decision.
.1: Sint-lifving the Cnazci:v Constraint
In trying to solve the optimization problem presented in Chapter 2
in the easiest nossible way it is useful to be able to make as many as
possible of tine constraints and, the objective function linear. For
instance, so far the capacitVy contrn1rt ais 'c n oresented as a
non-linear constraint, where tihe operating headway -ust be less than the
maximum leandway required to serve all the riders attracted at the levei
of service provided. In fact this criterion effectively produces a
single region of infeasible headways wherein the ridership attracted is
greater than the capacity provided.
The form of the curve, that represents the headway which provides
just enough service to satisfy the ridership attracted by a particular
level of service, tells the whole story (see Figure 4.1). This curve
must, according to the problem formulation; (a) be convex above a
certain point and concave below it, (b) be monotonically increasing, and
(c) have a positive intercept with the vertical axis.
This curve is reminiscent of a rotated logit function because cap
(hi;) is related to the inverse of the ridership. Intuitively we can
see that at headways with low ridership elasticities, i.e. for high and
cap(hij) > hij,
.. defines feasible
level of service.
cap(hij)< hij.
.defines infeasible
level of service.
2( cap (hij)
2nij
j
2 cap (hi )
6..2 > 0,.. convex
Scap (h..)
6hij
Figure 4.1: Graph of cap(hij): the Headway Required to Provide
Enough Capacity for the Ridership attracted at h...
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low headways, providing enough service for the ridership is not a
problem. However, there may be a region of intermediate headways for
which the capacity criterion is violated because in this region
ridership is quite sensitive to headway changes.
Mathematically we can represent the condition of violating the
capacity criterion by the condition cap(hij) < hij. Howrver because
-j i
of the form of cap(lij), this can be further roduced to h.. < A and
h.. > B. Furthermore, it can be shown that the value of 5 is above
any realistic value of h (i.e. 3 is greater than 6 hours), and is
certainly "uch higner than any usual policy headway. Thus thoe only
meaningful constraint left is linear, hi.. A, which can bP combined
with the policy headway, x.. constraint and the non-negativity
constraint to produce two linear capacity constraints:
0 <hi.. min(xi, A) .
4.2: Aaproachs to Fiin 2 din timal Solutions to :t&e Freuency Problem
.vZen looking for a solution technique for the frequency
determination problem, it should first be noted that Furth's suggested
algorithm will not in fact work in the general case. Furth's algorithm
relies on alternate adjustments of the fleet constraint shadow prices in
each period, and the subsidy constraint shadow prices. This procedure
assumes a structural independence between these constraints. He assumed
that if one knows that a time period is constrained by the available
fleet size, then the optimal headways are independent of the subsidy.
This implicit level of independence between the subsidy and fleet size
constraints is not consistent with the model. Such an assumption
becomes even more c,1nplicating if the forms of the lagrangians are
non-convex, which the" ~ct'lally are in this problem. Non-convexity is
not something Furth really examines. He obtained optimal solutions only
because he tackled a special case, an,! in fact obtaining a solution to
the general problom is much more involved.
in enner I ter7s 1 qolttion t: the nCathematical progr-~ie involve:
reiaxing tw:e constraints so that the program can bej cucmpDosei into more
manag-keab!e units: - Dantzi.-.,'olfe i j.. '- i . -- ur . -
instance, reljaxin .., the sub X cn.n:; tr! :- --ar; 0e !n :..n r, e
divi~ned ij.o a s u-ýrSbiem for each "i-  neriod. ":is is i!lustrat,:e
bet:;een the equivalent Prograins A and 3 in Figure 4.2. If the fleet
size constraints are also relaxed and there are no constrcaint
reflecting demand dependencies, the r.jblem .actzIally deconrposes by
routes as well as periods.
As noted previously, linear constraints and objective functions
help in solving a mathematical programme. The ca-,city constraint on
the headway is already a linear constraint, and the fleet size
constraint can also be converted into a linear constraint if the
decision variable is changed from bus headway to its inverse: frequency.
The final consideration in solving the programnne is to find a
strategy that can cope best with the non-convexities present in the
proolem. The structure of the constraints and the objective function
will determine whether there is in fact a single optimal solution, and
secondly whether a search will readily converge upon it.
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PROGRAM A
The Frequency Determination Programme:
Objective Function: (Non Linear)
p N
min z(h i) j
rj .j b
-i- =1 2 "
Constraints
(a) Subsidy - Non Linear
r j(u)du - aj lij.rij(hlj)j
P Nj k
E E D -- -
j=l ij jhij
F .r (h..3ij , 13
(b) Fleet Size - Linear with Respect to 1/h.. only
13
N. T
Z, :11:M. V j = 1, ... P.i- h ij
(c) Capacity constant - linear
0 - h < h V j-l, ... P; i=l,...Njij ij
PROGRAM B
Equivalent program with relaxed subsidy constraint decomposed by time
period.
For each time period for A = A'N
min (hij ') = Dij ri(u).du - a.lij.rij(hi
ij 13
hij 3
j T..
s.t. Z L- ý M
i-1 hij
Figure 4.2: Furth's Program at Different Levels of Decomposition
46 .- 16 w F
max0- h - hjii if . Vi 1141 . N
P
N.B. The solution such that (hi =') -' S is maximized over 0' is also
the solution for PROGRAM A.
PROGRAM C
Equivalent program with relaxed subsidy and fleet size constraint
decomposed by route and time period.
For each route in a time period j, A= ' and =
Z" (h , j A'ijj 3
k 
-F
h.. ij" ij ij
--- r..(u).du - a .... r. (hij)f . 3 . i.j1 ijij
+ .'
Ti.
h.i
max
O < h 5 h..
ij 1ij
NP j
*The solution to this program such th.t E
j=1 j
- '(hij 3 J9=u ')1 Ijj=l
P
- 1'.S 0 - z '. M. is maximized over all X' and p.' ~. is also the
0j1 A
solution to PROGRAM A or B.
Figure 4.2 (Cont'd.): Furth's Program at Different Levels of Decomposition
min
h..ij
s.t.
The solution technique I used decomposes the problem by route and
time period by relaxing both the subsidy and fleet constraints.
Alternatively a more efficient method may solve the program by only
relaxing the subsidy constraint and then solving the decomposed program
remaining in each of the time periods. In this latter case the convex
combinations method can be used if a linear programming package is
available. (T'his is a particularly appealing method as it allows
simple same-path dependencies to be included as linear constraints
also.)
So the algorithm I applied solves the relaxed form, prozramn C,
given in Fig-ure 4.2. In a sten wis, summary tihe al2orithm process is as
fol lows:
STEP I: Find lower uound on the shadow price of subsidy
A = min; by solving program B, for a given A, until the solution
spends more subsidy than there is available.
STEP 2: Find upper bound on the shadow price of subsidy
= max ; by solving program A, for a given X, until the solution
spends less subsidy than that available.
STEP 3: Find (by proportional fitting)
deficit(Amin) (max - Xmi
min deficit(Xmin) - (deficit(Amax
where deficit(A) is the shortfall between the cost of the solution
corresponding to , and the available subsidy.
STEP 4:
STEP 5:
If deficit(A) > 0 then mn =
deficit(A) 0 then a =max
Convergence criterion.
If I deficit(A) .~ error , stop
Else go to Step 3.
For each step where an optimal solution for a given X is required,
the program 3 is further decomposed into program C for each route. Thus
for a given value of A, a search ensues within each time period for the
oDtimal shadow rice of extra fleet P1., by solving each route level
1 .
when the value of 1.1 is such that the value of the lagrangian,
S( , = , A I.'.), is maximized. The solution aigorithm for
1. is directly analogous to the algorithme iven above for finding the
optimal .
4.3: The Nature of an Optimal Solution
As well as determining a single optimal solution, our interest
should also lie in the relative merit and form of other solutions in the
feasible region. The comparative merit of other solutions, close to the
optimum, is important because the inputs are not measured precisely, nor
is the model comprehensively specified. So it may still be argued that
solutions other than the given optimal one, are in fact better. This is
all the more important when one considers the complications of
implementing the final solution. The implementation costs may indicate
that only some solutions near the optimal are feasible. For instance,
in the case of an agency requiring integer solutions, it is important to
know what is the relative difference between the optimal solution and
the nearest integer solution. Similarly in reality, unreliability and
absenteeism will mean that the state which represents our optimal
specification actually represents a region, within which we hope to
operate, rather than a specific set of headways.
Two characteristics of the solution space are especially important
to the decision maker. The first is the issue of the uniqueness of the
given 1ptial solution. A number of solutions may ia fact satisfy the
conditions for optinmality but we may only have discovered one of them.
The second issue is the stability of the optimum - this is the
characteristic that determines just how special the particular optimal
solution is. Both these characteristics are in fact related to the
concavity or convexity of the objective function in the solution space,
which in turn is described by the matrix of second derivatives.
The optimal solution will be unique if tne ilarangian is 31obally
convex. In the case of this model, the second derivatives are in fact
not so well behaved that this criterion is satisfied. However, even
though it is not globally convex, the characteristics of the searches
were such that the lagrangian was, "convex enough" and therefore the
solution was uniquely optimal over the feasible region. There were,
however, suggestions that this may not always be the case. Thus it is
especially important to examine other sets of binding constraints since
stable, non-optimal solutions often also exist due to quirky
constellations of constraints.Furthermorc it indicated a need for more
sophisticated search techniques than Newton Raphson wihicn requires
conveyitv for nondpaeneracv.
The possibiliLy of local optima has several implications. First of
all it complicates the search procedure, not least because the number of
Incal optima i,; n.ut ascertainable and because usuallt only onc- optimum
is found. Due to the 7, s.ile P'(i4tnc-) of bette, -olutions, the
solaiLon uotained ma'; n:o J;ipay the ftul ef-icier-nV gains .osible
from adjusting service rleels3. :-once - : ' • ' . :; S.C-: ,it" tiat
Lne solution is at last ';c~'-,r _:,a • r- sent S ',':Ce! ai .ci: Ion.
The possibilitV• of Iocal .pCi a indic'. s ,we canno •'ar•... an1Vthin..
about the merit of a :given "'pti-nal" solution.
A aiven soluJtion is stablore or unsa. e dern i- on ;cw concavP i-
convex the region around he solution i3 (see rFigure .3). This factor
also has powerful consequences on whether a solution is the best, or
even whether it is acceptable. An unstable *olution means that many
solutions in the region are aoproximately equal in quality. rf this
region also includes the present service allocation, the transition
costs attributable to implementing a change will probably outweigh the
advantages of any change. Even if the benefits from a change are
significant, then the effects of secondary objectives, that are not
included in the model, may undermine an unstable solution.
In general an unstable solution suggests that the appropriate
solution recommnended by the model is in fict indistinct from a nrnber of
alternative solutions. A stable solution suggests that only a solution
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very similar to the optimal will have the beneficial qualities we seek.
The difference between a model that recommends a unique, stable solution
and one which recommends a diffuse, region of solutions is quite crucial
in the stage of evaluating the results of the model. The nature of the
expert interaction process with the model in these two cases is also
quite different. Diffuse unstaole solutions suggest that interaction is
appropriate to mold the best strategy; stable and unique solutions on
the other hand suggest clearcut decisions. Therefore diffuse unstable
solutions suggest an adaptive trial-and-orror decision process is more
appropriate, whereas stable unique solutions suggest. a systematic
uecision process.
Whore, in the case of a stable and unique solution, the decision
seems clear cut, there are other aspects that may suggest the need for
caution. If the operating characteristics are such that only certain
solutions near the optimal are in fact feasible strange things will
happen to our solutions. A similar effect will occur when the optimal
solution only reflects the mean operating conditions due to random
incidents. Clearly small variations from a stable solution will cause
large changes in the value of the objective function (see Figure 4.3).
In fact it may be better to seek a less convex operating solution since
the mean objective value will be nearer the objective value of the
solution. Such a solution would have no conditions to describe it
equivalent to the Kuhn Tucker conditions. An ideal optimal may then in
fact be one with an unstable region around the optimal, but with sharp
differences in the objective values outside that region. This is an
unlikely case to observe in practice.
The preceding discussion has focused on mathematical programming as
a evaluative tool given the complexities of a realistic decision
context. The context of the actual decision is far more convoluted than
can be encompassed by a formal model, even in such sermingly simple
contexts as frequency setting. The pr-'babilistic conditions lead to
considerations of risk and the expected values of cost and benefit. The
infeasibility of certain solutions may only be recognized a posteriori
to the analysis, oecause many of the lirmensions of the problem are so
tied up with particular contexts that thFey do .no bear generalization.
urthermore the !ynamics of the ,process, such thi: past experiences are
tied to future changes in a historical perspective present a ma;or
problem. This general model form examines problems independent or t'hese
temporal and environmental contexts. So the extensions to the analysis,
that have been left to the planner and are required for a comprehensive
description of the decision, are still quite significant. Moreover this
is especially true when one tries to describe the evaluative aspects of
the decision.
The natures of temporal and environmental contexts; requires that
the mode of usage of such techniques is fundamentally, linked with
expert judgements. It is the descriptive limbs, rather than the
prescriptive and evaluative forms, of the model which allow solutions to
be manipulated andexamined in detail, that foster such interaction.
Formalizing the prescriptive modes of the model like in an objective
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function tend towards denying the existence of other significant factors
that could influence the decision. A model should encourage the planner
to examine the different prescriptive modes and discover their
shortcomings and merits, rather than suggest that there is a single
virtuous answer.
CHAPTER FIVE: APPLICATION AND EVALUATION
Having established a model and collected enough data to run it, the
question that remains: how is it going to be used to develop an
implementable set of .iervice changes. Two possibilities arise: one
building on the optimally efficient solution, the other building on the
present service allocation. However in the latter case it is not clear
that the optimal solution plays any role, and hence whether, the
mathematical optimizatiou process, or even the cost-benefit evaluative
para.digm, ii a isinificant contributor to the ,indcioion maki'3 procOs.5.
In this ca:~t.r, therefore,, I wishi to exaamine initialtlv the ont; ial
solutitJn -oiucetd by t!he most plausible~ set of inut data, andi then more
ý)roadly a "w.hole family of optirnal solutions obtain:ed from .- ifErnt
possible i-it'erpretations of the input :!ata. The oi-t jc to c~a3nine tOhe
quality of the descriptive and "rescriptive elements of the ~'!o'l1 'ihen
related to a situation where real decisions have to be mado. ventually
this should indicate thie proper role (if any) that :ucI; an ana!ysis
should have ir t':e ,;ervice allocation d cision.
5.1: The Data Innuts
This chapter examines the performance of the model in developing
optimal service frequencies in the MBTA -North West Corridor. The input
data used were obtained from extensive surveys carried out by Carbridge
Systematics in the fall of 1983 (see rig-ure 5.1). This data includes
passenger surveys and comprehe•nive ride count surveys, so that it
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probably represents the better end of the data quality and quantity
spectrum to be expected within a bus agency at any one time.
The values of wait time savings and extra passenger miles are the
relative weights g;iven to these two factors in evaluating any decision.
The weights are fundamental to establishing the "best" solution, however
there is no definitive argument to suggest a "correct" value for the
weights. Different arguments support different values of the weights,
and the planner must decide which argunent is stroiger or which solution
is nmore plausible. For instance, as doscrib.ed in Chapter 4, the vei',hts
can be poroduced from (a) revt'ald preFerence - an a.-zrenation: of the
values implicit in b,,eiavioral observations - (3) ,offIciency arzuments -
each v~ai e ,•o•.1 -se-t at it Ts-ha •w ni- , - .c, ,ther 'oral or
societal valie . ': s - fr .: am- , r.r reveal',id political
prefoerences. T.e valuen, of %nait ti ae ', se, •d was ecui'valent to one tniir:!
an MSTA ,driver's 4age wich is approxi:iate1 y te average bus rideir's
hourly wage. The value of an additional passenger mile is in such
proportion that 13 passenger miles extra are equal in value to an hiour
of wait tirme saved. Due to the wide range of values that can be
justifie•,i. bvy different argu-ments, I su••-est only that these otJo valu,-.
are plausible. They suffice in as far as a solution is obtained but it
has to be accepted that there are other values that will be just as
plausible.
The revealed preference argument assumes that the value of wait
time is equal to or less than the average -wa•ge rate. The revealed
political preference argument suggest the value of a passenger mile is
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possibly implied by the size of the government subsidy. Contrary to
these results the economic argument for subsidy suggests it should
redress inefficiencies due to external benefits. The model suggests
that the actual level of subsidy is far below this point of optimal
efficiency, since the base solution indicates that the ratio of marginal
benefit to marginal cost is about 3 to 4 and the subsidy only covers
about 50% of the total costs. Another way of assessing the monetary
value of a passenger mile is deduced from the subsidy paid for each
passenger trip, which is on average about 3 miles in length. If fare
rtevnues cover half the costs then each trip i.; subsidized to about the
fare (50 cents).
Alternatively the value of a passenger .mil, can be emIirica(-y
deduced directlv from the definition of externalities. Consider that
congestion relicf is the major portion of the social henefit incurred
when bus trips are made. Then a rolationship between the extra
passen.ger miles travelled and the travel time saved by motorists can be
set up from standard speed flow relationships.
A political rather than a behavioural arsumont su bests tnat, ased
on equity, travel time savings should be valued on a par with wait time
savings. These relationships suggest that an appropriate rate of
trade-off b~'tween passenger miles and wait time savings is between 8:!
and 40:1. This range includes the ratio value we shall use initially,
(13:1) and also indicates a reasonable range for any subsequent
sensitivity and robustness tests.
The Ecosometrics (1980) report provided the demand elasticities
used for the base model. Modal splits, or the proportion of possible
bus travellers actually using the bus, were estimated from traffic count
statistics. Thus the upper bound on bus ridership did not include
increased trip generation.
5.2: The Recommendations
Figure 5.2 displays the actual and recommendoei optimal ser~vice
headways for each rout, by Furth's mo:del for oech time period for Fall
1983 based on the above data. For the non-inroeer solrttions, the second
colu.mn dt-scribe~ the mar•~ial nunber of '):ses .supplied to that route
ove r t: •ria , ;.icd on the recommnended I:ead,.vya chan4e. The ocerat in.
proferecc o f t~ "'ST.A is to assign a whole number of buses o .a rottO
over a ti-e oeriod. Effectively this s,..e-sts that elither the cost ;f
schedulini , interlini , .d buses are very hi -h or the ossil hiti c o f do,:i-- Io
is very low. The ,intecer suc)Ition is based on this criterion, h'owever
it is not necessarily optimal. 3roadly the inteer solution is createi
by roundin- the non-intoger solution to the ,earest inteoer, a!nd !vy
makirT~: otheor -min:.r a:ijust-1ents.
Figurn 5.2 also nhows the minimum fleet allocation to satisf-t. t.he.
capacity constraints and policies. In this base case only a few routtes
are affected by the capacity constraints (those marked with an
asterisk). However, the :definition of tile capacity constraint was
deduced from the service policies of the META so it does not ncessarily
reflect the best way of describing the capacity conditions that are
(a) A.M. PEAK PERIOD
ACTIAp [NON-INTEGER SOL'N. INTEGER SOL'N. CAPACITY
ROUTE FLEET EXTRA EXTRA MIN.
H UEADWAY ALLOC'N.: LA:jw'AY FLEET HEALWAY FLEET FLEET
61 60.00 1.15* 51.78 0.18 60.00 0.00 1.15
62" n 5.o '33 ,5 -0.! 45.00 0.00 1i.0
67 72.00 0.86* 62.01 0.14 72.00 0.00 0.86
71 7.50 7.21 7.41 0.08 7.50 0.00 1.80
73 4.80 11.77 6.32 -2.83 6.44 -3.00 6.89
74 17.14 2.91 17.94 -0.13 17.14 0.00 1.66
75 10.00 3.18 12.33 -0.61 14.59 -1.00 1.05
76 36.00 3.42 40.52 -0.38 36.00 0.00 2.06
77 4.19 15.79* 3.98 0.84* 3.94 1.00* 16.63
77A 5.31 4.58 7.C6 -0.81 7.43 -1.00 0.89
78 17.14 3.63 19.68 -0.47 26.67 -1.00* 2.07
80 12.86 6.27 14.69 -0.78 15.30 -1.00 2.69
33 13.85 4.95 11i.3 J.31 11.52 1.o00 3.49
84 18.;0 3.49 21.34 -0.55 25.23 -1.00 1.05
87 13.65 4.1: 1.. 1.43 .3 2.CO* 5.64
88 7.66 6.53 7.00 0.05 7.•56 0.or .5
c9 9.23 5.42' 8.64 0.37 1 7. "1 1..0 .
90 48.00 1.19* 26.49 0.97 21." 1,,,
96 9.47 8.09 14.59 -2.84 15.,6 -3.00 55
134M 36.00 1.73 24.51 0.81 22.• 2 1.00 1 .28
134W 60.00 2.06* 19._5 O.A3 ' .0 0.00* j '
326E !4.'! 2.-:1, .:2----.-------- .-- 1.00* 2.
35CE 13.64 10.31 13.83 -0.15 , 13.64 0.00* 10..6
TOTAL 113.95 ADD +6.70 ADD +8.00
SUBTRACT -9.56 pITRACT-11.00
(b) .MIDDAY
AC•U T AL NO-INTEGER SOL'N. ' NTFGER SOL'AN. :PACITY
I# HEADLAY ALLOC'N
61 65.50 0.93*
62 60.00 1.00*
67 999.90 0.00
71 10.43 4.82
73 10.43 5.16
74 26.67 1.66
75 12.63 2.32
76 60.00 1.98*
77 8.28 8.88*
77A 10.00 2.31
78 26.67 2.23
80 21.82 3.27
83 25.71 2.45*
84 30.00 1.93*
87 20.00 2.67
88 18.46 2.64
89 24.00 1.80*
90 60.00 0.97*
96 13.59 5.64
134M 36.00 1.73
134W 60.00 2.06*
326E 999.90 0.00
350E 48.00 3.50
TOTAL 59.95
6.65 1.16 6.98 1.00
26.08 0.05 26.67 0.00
20.51 0.21 21.82 0.00
20.87 0.57 18.27 1.00
24.72 0.41 19.77 1.00
15.05 0.88 14.56 1.00
12.60 1.23 13.39 1.00
13.67 1.36 15.42 1.00
45.52 0.31 29.57 1.00
16.76 -1.07 16.52 -1.00
23.56 0.91 22.82 1.00
48.55 0.49 60.00 0.00
999.00 0.00 999.90 0.00
55.63 -0.48 48.00 0.00
ADD +10.91 ADD +10.00
SUBTRACT -2.11 SUBTRACT -2,00
*Capacity or policy headway constrained
Figure 5.2: Recommended Fleet Allocation
HEADWAY FLEET HEADWAY FLEET FLEET
54.97 0.18 65.50 0.00*1 0.93
51.28 0.17 60.00 0.00* 1.00
999.00 0.00 999.90 0.00 0.01
8.27 1.26 8.64 1.00 1.68
10.00 0.22 10.43 0.00 1.79
21.77 0.37 26.67 0.00*1 1.47
16.62 -0.56 22.20 -1.300 I  0.98
60.00 0.001 60.00 0.00*1 1.98
7 34 1 13 7 4 1 _ 0* 9.96
0.77
1.98
2.38
2.52
2.29
1.78
1.62
2.62
0.97
2.55
1.04
2.06
0.01
2.80
I
(c) P.M. PEAK
AGIUA NON-INTEGER SOL'N. INTEGER SOL'N. CAPACITY
ROUTE FLEET EXTRA EXTRA MIN.
I HEADWAY ALLOC'N. HEADWAY FLEET HEADWAY FLEET FLEET
61 72.00 0.96* 60.74 0.18* 72.00 0.00* 0.96
62 60.00 1.00* 50.94 0.18 60.00 0.00* 1.00
67 60.00 1.03* 60.00 0.00* 60.00 0.00* 1.03
71 8.00 6.92 6.28 1.89 6.99 1.00 4.74
73 5.37 10.76 7.10 -2.63 7.45 -3.00" 5.19
74 15.65 3.46 16.67 -0.21 15.65 0.00 1.80
75 10.00 3.18 9.99 0.00 10.00 0.00 1.06
76 32.73 3.30 48.14 -1.22 44.o0 -1.30 4.06
77 5.14 14.93 5.55 -1.10 5.51 -1.00 12.96
77A 6.92 4.48 6.97 -0.03 6.92 0.00 1.03
78 16.36 4.06 18.26 -0.42 16.36 0.00 2.22
80 13.33 6.63 16.12 -1.15 15.70 -1.00 2.95
83 14.40 5.53 12.71 0.73 12.19 1.00 4.36
84 15.65 4.40 26.99 -1.85 28.68 -2.00 1.15
87 12.41 4.86 12.60 -0.07 12.41 0.00 2.01
88 10.59 4.97 9.97 0.31 10.59 0.00 1.75
89 8.57 7.14 10.72 -1.43 9.97 -1.00 4.90
90 60.00 1.11* 46.60 0.32 60.00 0.00* 1.11
96 8.37 10.52 11.46 -2.84 11.71 -3.00 2.94
134M1 32.75 2.19 31.60 0.08 32.75 0.00 1.19
134W 60.00 2.37* 60.00 0.00* 60.GO 0. 00 2.37
326E 20.00 2.79 15.52 0.81* 1.72 1.00* 3.60
350E 25.72 6.70* 22.50 0.96* 22.38 1.00* 7.65
TOTAL 38.80 ADD +5.46 ADD +4.00
.SUBTRACT -12.95 ISUBTACT -12.00
(d) EVENING
I' ACTUAL Z 0N-INTEGER SOL'NM INTEGER SOL'NI. r C ITY
FLEET
HEADWAY ALLOC'N.
999.90
36.00
999.90
17.31
15.79
31.11
10.91
40.00
10.32
21.43
36.52
42.83
36.00
40.00
25.71
27.27
32.14
60.00
32.31
60.00
120.00
999.90
60.00
0.10
1.67
0.10
2.65
2.91*
1.33
2.37
2.93
5.49
1.12
1.39
1.46
1.79
1.46
1.96
1.62
1.28
0.89*
2.13
0.93*
0.93*
0.00
2.27*
TOTAL 
81.20
*Capacity or
EXTRA EXTRA MIN.
HEADWET EAAY FLEETIDWA EET FLEET
999.00
60.00
999.00
15.08
13.08
36.58
9.90
60.00
11.42
33.80
50.87
52.62
26.57
46.56
38.48
26.91
24.31
45.82
28.48
48.45
120.00
999.00
44.61
ADD
0.00
-0.617*
0.00
0.39
0.60
-0.20
0.24
-0.98*
-0.53
-0.41
-0.39
-0.27
0.64
-0.21
-0.65
0.02
0.41
0.27
0.29
0.22
0.00*
0.00
0.78*
+3.86 1
SUBTRACT -8.17
pdlicy headway constrained.
999.90
36.00
999.90
17.31
11.75
31.11
10.91
.60.67
12.62
21.43
36.52
42.83
36.00
40.00
52.48
27.27
18.02
60.00
32.31
60.00
120.00
999.90
41.66
0.00
0.00*
0.00
0.00*
1.00*
0.00*
0.00
-1.00*
-1.00
0.00*
0.00*
0.00*
0. 00*
0.00*
-1.00*
0.00*
1.00
0.00*
0.00*
0.00*
0.00*
0.00
1.00*
ADD 3.001
SSUBTRACT -3.00
0.28
1.00
0.28
1.93
3.18
0.69
0.43
1.96
0.94
0.40
0.85
1.04
1.08
0.98
0.84
0.74
0.68
0.89
1.15
0.93
0.93
0.01
3.06
Figure 5.2: Recommended Fleet Allocation (cont'd.)
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71
73
74
75
76
77
77A
78
80
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84
87
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89
90
96
134M
134W
326E
350E
I
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actually occuring. In many cases the service policies are based on
out-dated conditions where the costs of daily data collection were
exhorbitant. The service policies ensure that a route provides enough
service for the demand in the peak 30 minutes of an average day such
that the buses are loaded at an average of 140i seating capacity at the
peak load points. In the base periods, the demand variations within the
neriod are not so ,great, so the minimum frequency .- ust be enough to
provide seats for the average flow past the peak point. Effectively,
the allowable loads on the buses account for all of the stcchastic
var.iation of the peak loads since they 3re so I r -el-owi thie bus's
hs ica capacit .
Th'e oliition obtained differs significant 1 v from :te -r•sent
.op•rating st rategy of the MSTA.D On about hal f t-h routes, the 'olutit icon
and h•e pr.sent operating strategy !iffer by the allocation )L it '71-ast
Sb'us (to the nearest integer). However the diff'erences are also not
very large - rarely is a reallocation of two or nore buses recohmmicnded.
Routes 73 and 96 in both peaks are peculiar in this regard, since there
is a ",nis-illocation" of 3 buses in each case.
Even thou.ih :he planner may have to cope .vith the costs• f changPeS
in the fleet allocation, the correspo.ndimz, impacts on the riders ar, not
necessarily large. The largest changes in headway are associated with
the routes operating at large headways. Hence another way of examinnng
the size of the discrepancy between the optimal solutions and the
present operating conditions is to look at the headway chan - e. With
this approach the changes on routes 73 and 96 are not outstanding, since
both are routes with small headways.
Another interesting aspect of the solutions in Figure 5.2 is the
extent to which certain routes are currently operating overcapacity
according to thi service policies. Hence the optimal solution not ontl'
improves the benefit cost ratio of the service allocation but also
expends resourc-,s to !ring the routes wihia some cu•nsistent and general
capacity criterion. For instnce in the a.m. peak period routes 77,
87, 89 and 326E require 5 extra buses to bring then into line in the
irnt.•oer sol ulti-on. tn3lce .li r r1eeo buss '4ere actunl IV a.dded i the
a..a. .'eak period to obtain the 2r : ,!cti . . ',enb E fitt• s ,p,)c sed .t:) ne t in.
constra int . in )'idda t ) s n ruts ' and
rveni.:., p:erio, .d -;o uses .2.? requi rc dI
suggests thatt either th e s rvice olicii
crude a definition of capacity, or the
provi:inlg all passengers with equitable
The former conclusion would i::stiate a
of capaci:vy loadi• to bri:g the rmodeli
Alternatively, the latter suggests the
sets the planner a goal within which !her
Similarly there is an opportunityc
, n route ?:E; and
:'r ro:-tes 73 :2-[d h50-E
es, aa 1 1ence the .od
planner is morally bo
levels of service iat
locper search!, into t
into sink w Ai n, toe pl
model's definition of
must try to operate.
cost to having policy
i the
tund to
capacity.
he q'uest iu:o
Jnncr.
capacity
h'eadtays in
this sense, the .worth of which may also w.arrant further examination. In
analytical terms the planner has decided', at least implicitly, that thli
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cost of holding to the policy headway was too dear. Such an eventuality
should be catered for in the decision context the model proposes.
Having produced this optimal solution it is not clear ~what action
the planner should take in changing the service allocation. The
solution by itself, without any enunciated arguments to support it, is
of little value. The arguments in thii case are formulated in the
nature of the evaluative process but are further nodifiedi by other more
complete descriptive predictions of the model. Ul'tirnatel> ' n*ever tlh
planner must still be free to reject anything,, that strik
about the substance of the, sol ution. The planner cannot
decision-making responsibility to the nodel, so neither .3
expected to allow the model to make the ,!ecjsion i:-l:ien(e~..
The arguments eximined generally :whon t he 'n 1 a: -
now be re-examined fEr the specific catse_ of the e ,1ptimal s.
differences with respect to the actual operatin . levels.
difference should have some justification ei'her in terms
unreasonable bias on the part of the current decision in
optimal solution stands or (b) fallibility in the model's
170 .,1!
-ach
pof (a)
which case the
predictive
process or its evaluative paradigm due to erroneous 3ssunstions i hich
case tile current solution stands. Some of the model's assummptions may
be correctable or better data may be collected, however it -a, be that
the decision can never be fori-iulated in a model for the eneral case.
Therefore, to evaluate the differences between the solution and the
present ca:;e it is necessary to step outside the model's .ecision
paradi im. One way of doing this is by lookig at the biases .between the
to
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two competing service allocations (the optimal and the actual) uising
broad statistical measures such category analysis. Alternatively visual
aids can also be used to sunmmarize large samples of data in an intuitive
and informative form.
5.3: Aspects of Cost-Benefit Analvsis
One questionable aspect of a ,aathematical program is that all the
benefits and costs are additive, so that a comparable objective measure
is produced for each alternative. The value of the objective frinction
has very little intuitive appeal to the planner so the benefits and
costs must be presente-i in a disaggregate manner to foster man-machine
interaction. Figure 5.3 snows those disazrengate jbeneits as =;el! as
the size, of the total positive and negativo benefits. ?nssen:ter !7ait
-ime mininization and ,assonger mile o maxirnization ,ffectivel: •.nmari;:e
the service performanco objectives included ;i t!is cost ben.":it
analysis.
It is striking in Figure 5.3 just how much negative benefit must be
endured on several of the routes in order to reap relatively small
overall a.dvnt;iies. F.or instance accordin.. to the non-irt,:-,er solutio,
each day 26,400 passengers will suffer wait time increases while 5',3C':
will incur wait time savings (15,040 and 28,20 respectively for the
integer solution). A planner would justifiably try to minimize the
negative impacts that occur; an objective the model does not consider.
In addition, the model does not consider the costs incurred to implement
the change.
(a) A.M. PEAK
NON-INTEGER SOLUTION INTEGER SOLUTION
RIDERS PASSENGER ADDITIONAL RIDERS PASSENGER ADDITIONAL
ROUTE PER WAIT TIME PASSENGER PER WAIT TIME PASSENGER
0 HEADWAY HOUR SAVEDI(HRS) MILES HEADWIA: HOUR SAVED (HRS) MILES
61 51.78 51.04 10. 26. 60.00 48.67 0. 0.
62 45.29 55.22 0. -2. 45.00 55.33 0. 0.
67 62.01 35.40 9. 17. 72.00 33.67 0. 0.
71 7.41 627.80 1. 21. 7.50 625.00 0. 0.
73 6.32 583.27 -24. -700. 6.44 577.36 -25. -756.
74 17.94 169.59 -3. -22. 17.14 172.70 0. 0.
75 12.38 159.87 -10. -59. 14.59 144.26 -18. -111.
76 40.52 125.45 -14. -83. 36.00 129.00 0. 0.
77 3.98 1366.24 7. 224. 3.94 1370.87 8. 266.
77A 7.06 295.59 -10. -112. 7.43 287.17 -12. -144.
78 19.68 173.77 -11. -61. 23.66 157.42 -28. -154.
80 14.69 330.93 -16. -138. 15.30 324.74 -21. -183.
83 11.91 409.74 19. 150. 11.52 414.06 23. 181.
84 21.34 154.92 -13. -138 25.23 144.27 -28. -295.
87 10.21 306.40 26. 159. 9.35 313.80 33. 198.
88 7.60 604.65 1. 12. 7.66 602.70 0. 0.
89 8.64 557.56 8. 67. 7.79 578.70 20. 165.
90 26.49 139.69 47. 144. 26.12 140.04 47. 147.
96 14.59 269.62 -39. -457. 15.06 264,93 -42. -496.
134M 24.51 150.93 41. 73. 22.82 153.81 47. 84.
134W 49.25 83.62 22. 70. 60.00 79.38 0. 0.
326E 12.32 224.97 8. 77. 10.99 232.21 13. 130.
350E 13.83 286.59 -1. -17. 13.64 287.60 0. 0.
I Service Increase +199. +1040. +191. +1171.
Service Decrease -141. -1789.- 
-172. -2139.
(b) MIDDAY
NON-INTEGER SOLUTION INTEGER SOLUTION
RIDERS PASSENGER ADDITIONAL RIDERS PASSENGER ADDITIONAL
ROUTE PER WAIT TIME PASSENGER PER WAIT TI1E PASSENGER
# HEADWAY HOUR SAVED (HRS) MILES HEADWAY HOUR SAVED fIRS) MILES
61 54.97 40.82 21. 57. 65.30 38.00 0. 0.
62 51.28 43.26 18. "73. 60.00 41.00 0. 0.
67 999.00 0.00 0 0. 999.90 0.00 0. 0.
71 8.27 344.09 35. 408. 8.64 338.18 29. 336.
73 10.00 354.31 8. 108. 10.43 347.50 0. 0.
74 21.77 117.71 28. 121. 26.67 107.50 0. 0.
75 16.62 80.26 
-17. -85. 22.20 62.25 -37. -186.
76 60.00 37.33 0. 0. 60.00 37.33 0. 0.
77 7.34 726.07 33. 575. 7.44 722.03 30. 514.
77A 6.65 386.40 59. 417. 6.98 380.13 53. 375.
78 26.08 103.47 3. 11. 26.67 102.30 0. 0.
80 20.51 184.20 12. 66. 21.82 178.80 0. 0.83 20.87 145.26 34. 160. 18.27 152.46 53. 250.
84 24.72 130.91 6. 32. 19.77 140.81 11. 64.87 15.05 247.80 58. 258. 14.56 250.88 64. 285.
88 12.60 319.49 87. 505. 13.39 312.87 74. 433.89 13.67 297.28 138. 463. 15.42 286.66 112. 380.
90 45.52 46.61 32. 92. 29.57 52.39 71. 202.96 16.76 227.00 -38. -313. 16.52 229.07 -35. -290.
134H 23.56 148.07 84. 147. 22.82 149.68 90. 157.
134W 48.55 80.16 44. 148. 60.00 74.00 0. 0.326E 999.00 0.00 0. 0. 999.90 0.00 0. 0.350E 55.63 69.23 
-27. -133. 48.00 73.50 0. 0.
Service Increase +700 +3641 +587. +2996.
Service Decrease -82 -531 
-72. -476.
Figure 5.3: Disaggregate Benefits
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NON-INTEGER SOLUTION INTEGE N
RIDERS PASSENGER ADDITIONAL RIDERS PASSENGER ADDITIONAL
ROUTE PER WAIT TIME PASSENGER PER WAIT TIME PASSENGER
# HEALWAY HOUR SAVED(HRS) MILES HEADWAY HOUT SAVE•(HRS) MILES
61 60.74 38.64 11. 24. 72.00 36.67 0. 0.
62 50.94 47.68 11. 35. 60.00 43.67 0. 0.
67 60.00 19.33 0. 0. 60.00 19.33 0. 0.
71 6.28 599.28 25. 361. 6.99 579.54 14. 209.
73 7.10 526.13 -24. -660. 7.45 513.70 -29. -784.
74 16.67 198.22 -5. -38. 15.65 203.30 0. 0.
75 9.99 268.08 0. 0. 10.00 268.00 0. 0.
76 48.14 87.63 -35. -223. 44.40 89.67 -27. -170.
77 5.55 1101.69 -11. -309. 5.51 1104.90 -10. -278.
77A 6.97 401.07 -1. -5. 6.92 402.30 0. 0.
78 18.26 197.71 -10. -53. 16.36 207.30 0. 0.
80 16.12 295.02 -21. -191. 15.70 298.72 -18. -162.
83 12.71 415.67 17. 131. 12.19 421.43 23. 172.
84 26.99 95.27 -31. -349. 28.68 91.88 -34. -395.
87 12.60 345.55 -2. -11. 12.41 347.70 0. 0.
88 9.97 451.28 7. 67. 10.59 441.00 0. 0.
89 10.72 399.10 -23. -219. 9.97 414.06 -15. -144.
90 46.60 52.04 17. 46. 60.00 48.33 0. 0.
96 11.46 467.65 -39. -480. 11.71 462.06 -42. -516.
134M 31.60 96.51 3. 6. 32.75 95.11 0. 0.
134W 60.00 51.88 0. 0. 60.00 51.38 0. 0.
326E 15.52 150.22 16. 109. 14.72 152.32 19. 129.
350E 22.50 149.42 12. 94. 22.38 149.60 12. 98.
Service Increase +119 +873 +68 +608.
Service Decrease -202 -2538 
-175 -2449.
(d) EVENING
NON-INTEGER SOLUTION
RIDERS PASSENGER ADDITIONAL
ROUTE PER WAIT TIME PASSENGER
# HEADWAY HOUR SAVED(HRS) MILES
61 '199.00 0.00 0. 0.
62 60.00 20.03 -7. -46.
67 999.00 0.00 0. 0.
71 15.08 199.51 27. 198.
43 13.08 248.86 41. 397.
74 36.58 42.19 -14. -60.
75 9.90 205.90 2. 11.
76 60.00 42.57 -7. -44.
77 11.42 308.97 -22. -324.
77A 33.80 22.29 -20. -95.
78 50.87 28.83 -27. -77.
80 52.62 48.35 -31. -101.
83 26.57 101.02 56. 198.
84 46.57 42.85 -2. -12.
87 38.48 41.32 -38. -147.
88 26.91 79.45 2. 8.
89 24.31 103.24 48. 135.
90 45.82 43.58 22. 65.
96 28.48 117.75 26. 93.
134H 48.45 26.96 14. 17.
134W 120.00 11.17 0. 0.
326E 999.00 0.00 0. 0.
350E 44.61 64.56 47. 190.
I Service Increase
L Service Decrease
+285.
-168.
+1312.
-906.
INTEGER SOLUTICN
RIDERS PASSENGER ADDITIONAL
PER WAIT TIME PASSENGER
HEADWAY HOUR SAVED(HRS) MILES
999.90 0.00 0. 0.
36.00 25.33 0. 0.
999.90 0.00 0. 0.
17.31 187.30 0. 0.
11.75 258.76 62. 602.
13.11 46.00 0. 0.
10.00 196.00 0. 0.
44.40 42.42 -8. -45.
5.51 292.48 -44. -660.
6.92 30.13 0. 0.
16.36 35.29 0. 0.
15.70 54.27 0. 0.
12.19 88.93 0. 0.
28.68 46.00 0. 0.
12.41 30.96 -69. -273.
10.59 78.93 0. 0.
9.97 114.05 90. 256.
60.00 39.22 0. 0.
11.71 111.00 0. 0.
32.75 24.36 0. 0.
60.00 11.17 0. 0.
14.72 0.00 0. 0.
22.38 65.73 57. 228.
+209. 1f086. [
-121. -978. I
Figure 5.3: Disaggregate Benefits (cont'd.)
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There are many context-specific consi toraticons associated with th•
implementation of a particular solution that restrict the range of
feasible answers. For instance the changes suggested would cause,
di sruption throuhnout the system which could cause comp laiit, s a'nd
protests affecting the image of the agency or even cause ::: s deci ion ti,
be reversed. A planner is therefore bound to look at incremental
solutio.ns .4it; , at best, a long term vie,: to achiv, in_ , pti alit.'
.anat:Yv of the imrrlementation c ost3 and 'ons t•r-int.I ar 'e ,onl an.narnt
wnen a particular solution is beis, exaC:i .- ar s:ti :i
have a host ( f rel!ated caveats. 'eevarn:ie ss it is ossDiS1 to
esta blish the "b'es" (in terms of a cost benrefit evaluation) incron-,nt
cnan:iges that can oe -made by rexamini n thhe ratios of nari ::al cen: :..
narginal cot ofr the present service allocation. Since
conditions for opt i:alitv is that all th:se r'tsitot ust .u ua: r
unconstra.netns solutions, we can u:se thi cond:ion to moov c icrcrnenta•l
into an optimal service allocation.
Examine, for instance, Figure 5.4 .which : ives these narinal
benefit cost ratios for the service allocation of fall' 1 3. The o1t
profitablo incrernental chang~ is to shift a bus from the rs:t: ,,with t::e
lowest ratio to the highest - in as far as this is po.sile. This mean
th at given thaat the optimal solution does not represent a nlausible
action strategy, it is not even needed to point cut the ontimal
direction of incremental changes. In fact the optimal solution probably
only serves to indicate the maximum tota! benefit improvement possible
which is of academic interest only. This su-gest s that the inclusion of
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(a) A.M. PEAK
TOTAL TOTAL MARGINAL BENEFIT MARGINAL COST MARGINAL BENEFIT
ROUTE PASSENGER WAIT "ASSENGER PER BUS PER BUS
TITI E (?AX HRS.) MiLES (PAX MILES) ($/BUS) (S/BUS) MARGINAL COST
61 201 541. 504.36 89.56 5,63
62 200. 890. 409.30 97.71 4.19
67 157. 330. 536.83 95.43 5.63
71 257. 4590. 231.05 52.73 4.38
73 168. 6215. 140.96 66.56 2.12
74 152. 1232. 251.19 65.84 3.81
75 81. 591. 132.57 54.98 2.41
76 457. 3026. 322.97 96.04 3.36
77 332. 11924. 199.15 55.66 3.58
77A 85. 1250. 126.02 53.83 2.34
78 159. 1040. 202.84 65.49 3.10
80 238. 2541. 197.88 63.91 3.10
83 265. 2726. 281.74 44.67 6.44
84 182. 2423. 248.73 84.47 2.94
87 191. 1444. 223.59 56.77 3.94
88 236. 3651. 229.37 52.81 4.34
89 247. 2510. 249.83 48.07 5.20
90 233. 878. 662=78 39.17 16.92
96 171. 2313. 121.42 73.49 1.65
134M 244. 518. 520.21 48.59 10.71
134W 352. 1308. 477.76 76.28 6.26
326E 1ii. 1596. 195.64 49.35 3.96
350E 315. 4998. 107.55 69.25 1.55
TOTAL 5035. 58537.
(b) HIDDAY
TOTAL
ROUTE PASSENGER WAIT
TIME (PAX HRS.)
61 274.
62 327.
67
71 303.
340.
259.
99.
76
77335.
561.
78A 268.
80 239.
358.
83 304.
84 62.
87 382.
88 89454.
89 89497.
90 257.
96 318.
134M 387.
134W 494.
326E 0.
350E 460.
TOTAL 6977.
TOTAL
PASSENGER
MIILES (PAX MITWS)
764.
1320.
0.
3799.
5494.
1276.
535.
1526.
10394.
2209.
928.
2189.
1661.
393.
1910.
2951.
1880.
800.
2786.
732.
1778.
0.
2286.
47611.
MARGINAL EEYEFIT MARGINAL COST MARTINAL BENEFIT
PER BUS PER BUS
f/ RTM) U s) MARCTNAT CflnT
1068.99 180.34 5.93
1060.71 184.58 5.75
112.08 4525.56 0.02
418.89 44.59 9.40
485.79 102.08 4.76
766.68 109.52 7.00
234.87 108.15 2.17
497.46 198.30 2.51
492.93 80.94 6.09
721.46 0.01 ****
514.56 115.35 4.46
562.90 114.51 4.92
628.43 87.69 7.17
149.73 22.82 6.56
727.36 72.27 10.06
916.92 58.80 15.59
1333.23 25.72 51.83
1044.28 140.74 7.42
329.66 125.81 2.62
965.51 72.02 13.41
899.19 139.65 6.44
111.87 3585.81 0.03
457.11 146.57 3.12
Figure 5.4: Marginal Benefit Cost Analyses
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(C) P.M. PEAK
TOTAL TOTAL MARGINAL BENEFIT MARGINAL COST MARGINAL BENEFIT
ROUTE PA~CENGER WAIT PASSENGER PER BUS PER BUS
# TIME (PAX HRS.) MILES (PAX MILES) ($/BUS) (S/BUS) MARGINAL COST
61 192. 452. 537.43 91.90 5.8562 234. 786. 567.26 97.47 5.8267 80. 211. 222.22 103.22 2.15
71 261. 4247. 223.53 24.86 8.99
73 190. 5906. 147.85 67.25 2.2074 181. 1531. 238.13 64.82 3.6775 134. 851. 197.49 46.47 4.25
76 364. 2465. 202.28 99.17 2.04
77 370. 10743. 196.22 56.20 3.49
77A 140. 1705. 183.06 44.14 4.15
78 184. 1154. 196.06 59.18 3.31
80 246. 2441. 177.51 63.59 2.7983 313. 2834. 271.64 46.59 5.83
84 134. 1640. 131.62 86.25 1.53
87 232. 1772. 222.26 54.44 4.08
88 262. 2878, 270.68 54.42 4.9789 205. 2209. 151.88 61.90 2.4590 197. 603. 523.81 74.97 6.9996 259. 3473. 137.16 66.07 2.08
134M 171. 416. 276.32 60.53 4.56
134W 248. 880. 271.99 77.82 3.50326E 152. 1310. 250.88 69.38 3.623508 351. 2876. 147.74 80.27 1.84
TOTAL 5099. 53383.
TOTAL
ROUTE PASSENGER WAIT
g TIME (PAX HRS.)
61 0.
62 32.
67 0.
71 397.
73 455.
74 162.
75 31.
76 77.
77 432.
77A 74.
78 141.
80 286.
83 382.
84 34.
87 160.
88 258.
89 337.
90 190.
96 403.
134M 123.
134W 157.
326E 0.
350E 479.
TOTAL 4610.
d) EVENING
TOTAL MARGINAL BENEFIT MARGINAL COST MARGINAL BENEFIT
PASSENGER PER BUS PER BUS
3.32 360.31 0.01
68.79 52.01 1.32
3.32 360.31 0.01
790.71 131.66 6.01
902.03 130.01 6.94
550.41 177.22 3.11
73.63 12.69 5.80
51.03 34.32 1.49
536.80 160.83 3.34
324.67 177.21 1.83
435.49 183.93 2.37
817.85 279.21 2.93
941.82 110.16 8.55
94.86 29.62 3.20
375.88 184.26 2.04
733.34 168.08 4.36
1158.38 139.63 8.30
807.43 111.30 7.25
831.22 149.36 5.57
523.14 80.96 -6.46
543.60 170.08 3.20
74.61 2263.45 0.03
671.14 156.30 4.29
MILES (PAX MIT.ES
0.
222.
0.
3031.
4760.
720.
211.
463.
6613.
367.
422.
959.
1459.
172.
648.
1197.
1014.
586.
1534.
164.
280.
0.
1935.
26757.
Figure 5.4: Marginal Benefit Cost Analyses (cont'd.)
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a mathematical optimization among the decision-maker's tools may have
little additional benefit.
The marginal cost column in Figure 5.4 describes in relative terms
the extent to which each route is covering its expenses from the
farebox. For instance route 77A has zero marginal cost because it is
breaking even in the midday period.
Figure 5.5 sumnarizes the benefits and costs, and recommendations
that comprise the optimal solutions. Except for the disaggregating the
effects by rime period and into positive, and negative benefits, it
focuses on Ithe act ual ,-,VIluative arrgument :u•ed to su:pprt the cpt inal
solut-ion in the- model. The non-integer optinal st-tes that it is
Dossible to t btain Ia -aximun overall so. 'i ::. f '71 '-!r;u rs wait Li7'-
and 'us rideorshio increase of 1102 nas,•oner -ni!les. The dailv Cnonetfir-,
value of th .s onefi: incre.Se can be 'r pressed in ters cns;i stnt rit'
the ,.conomic~r "ar:,di :;m as ,-quivalent t)o a,'-s or f n d.lditiona . ... 1.?A
drivrr hours per day or 1t)0 new drivers.
In contrast the ,itegyer solution oroduces only 62.5% of the benefit
of tVhe non-integer solution. The, onerartional conrstraint. .n _-i terlinin,
therefore have a shadow price. It zwould he interesting to compare thi
shacow price to the cost that interlining would impose on the schedu.le
making and driver run cutting processes.
Additional information about any service allocation increases the
ability of the planner to interact with the model. For instance,
looking beyond the "bottom line" results that represent the cost-benefit
argument, we can see that rhe solution requires some service to be
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ADDITIONAL
NON- WAIT TIME SAVINGS PASSENGER MILES
INTEGER FLEET USED (pax hrs.) (pax miles)
SOLUTION + I SUM +,- -I SUM + - I SUM
A.M. PEAK +6.70 -9.56 -2.86 +199 -141 + 58 +1040 -1789 -749
MIDDAY +10.91 -2.11 +8.80 +700 -82 +618 +3641 -531 +3110
P.M. PEAK +5.46 -12.95 -7.49 +119 -202 -83: +873 -2538 -1665
EVENING +3.86 -8.17 -4.31 +285 -168 +117 +1312 -906 + 406
TOTAL j +25.93 -32.79 -6.86 +1251 -593 +710 +6652 -5307 +1102
~-3279 +251 ~[ _____ ___
Figure 5.5: Summary Cost-Benefit Effects
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reallocated from the peak periods to the midday. Clearly this is
tempting fate with a vocal, powerful group - the tax-paying commuters.
This conclusion concurs with Furth's finding but nevertheless it is
likely to be hard to accept for most planners.
It may be possible to deal with such an anomaly within the theory
of the model. Pow the model may be reformulated and whether the
anomalies are in fact just a mattr-r of model repair is discussedi I1
Section 5.5. However first I would like to examine more ways of
presenting descriptive information aibout a solution. In particular
inFormaation that transcend; the cust bentftit paradi m to 1ook at at,1r
aspects w!ich would be: of intprest to the nlanner.
5.4: Ct ;r .f, h ! o C
Thus far we have only looked at the effects in ter s t the :'har-es
caused to, the ~oI It time inc urred by ri-eors and nur3uer of p.ass enoer
ni ls. The additive combinat ion of these two oUjectives into a ;in~le
evaluative measure is the fundamental theme of tile cost benefit a-ioroach
to service-allocation. Again since a planner's interaction is only a
I nctfion of thP de'cri-,tive ch racteristic ',e deduces, thrre is : :'ed to
examine the model from other descriptive perspectives. In this sectio 1~
I shall propose a few analytical methods that can be used to ;et around
the bias in the argument set up by this paradigm.
The major obstacle for a planner to examine a solution from such a
global perspective is the summarization of the evidence in ways that
appeal to the planner's intuition. A lanner may return to a rcute by
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route examination of the problem. T owever the problem is a
redistributive one so fairness should be a strong consideration, and the
con;istency over routes that a global view enoenders is a major
advantige of this perspecrivn
One way to present such summaries, without losin,- a lot of tt
diversity, is graphically. The graphs of Figure 5.6 represent the
distribution of service over the routes in each ti'Te e•prii reait ive t
the ridershi;p on that routte. It also shots the chanes~. u• ~ estc Y the.
nodeP . From th:- rr~ se, , ',- ,4' -- ' .e', t1.I' ''"th , c,
current and recommended (! n-nt,ze'r soL't(7i r'I -  r,:: n~a• .,
but there is so much iAiversiry bet.woon the routes that a Strict ile-Ir
relation too limiting. At the same time it is clVar t'at ;-,
(e.g. 73 and 77.A in the ,.n. peak) ire too fr fr,- . t:e -'rian vi,
the results sho•'u t'hev ne:ed tL be ")rolI ht ,m-ore i nto line.
These ~ra.)'s, aiso su ,est the size oft te --reIicted ridership
change on each route. This is a perspective on the effects that
determine our final decision that ,;as not directly conside-rea ' it hiI the
cost benefit paradi7m. A particular feature srigested ')y the rai:'s i-
the ,vay the .modo'I generallv decreaises the h ea,.wa- :n :;i.. hea:';a-' routes
and increases it on low headway routes. This offect is ameliorated in
the integer solution ,,ihere a change of a si:gle bus only erits vtr:.
substantial changes on high `headway routes relative to low headway
routes.
Some interesting observations are also obtained fron another -ethod
of summarizing, the results. This involves summarizini the
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recommendations while disaggregating the routes according to some
classification scheme unrelated to the form of analysis the model uses.
This method examines the validity of the -,eneralization in the theory
that all routes can be considered in t;&(e same framework. In narticular
a categorization of the routes according to headways and accordinq to
their spatial position reveals some striking differences betwoen the
efficient non-intgoer recommendations and the Present alloc-trion.
Figure 5.7 shows the recommended fleot rea!locations by neriod and
t.ie size of the current headway on the route. It indicates thac th-
'ETA is iasei i favor of 'rovid'  more tfren'luent service •n its low
neadway rotes. Fu•rtieriore the reco:nmendation is i favor - rovii-
a.ore mid-range -had Javs beteen ad i 'utes. t n rr
that the modoel has assumed that the .marzinal value .), ait tir.e is
constant. T.h• ',3TA planners nay see it as advanta.ous to s raoi eo
citioer a very Crequent service such t;hat where oasseners would ,rri.e
randomly or a very infrequent service passengers can arrive according to
a tinetable. Nevertheless, the results suggest that there is an
inclination to favor successful routes ovPr the ones with i.ss
-assengers attracted. Whether or not the :iBTA i{ :p i:e i'nreaso-nablb irl
a function of the potential ,market for a route and how to best serve it.
The planner may, in considering each route indiwiiuallv rather than
generalizing over all routes as the model does, i:ave a better idea of
the market dynamics, and the possibility of mark:ct expansion. This was
not something the model really tackled. Furthermore the practice of
seeking integor solution is constrai-ing so that this effect is not so
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HEADWAY < 10 min. 10 .c< HEADRAY < 40, HEADWAY >. 40m
o ADD or CHANGE IN # CHANGE IN # CHANGE IN
REMOVE FLEET OF FLEET OF FLEET OF
BUSES- _ROUTES A ROUTES ALLOCATION ROUTES .ALLOCATION ROUTES
+ +1.34 4 +3.62 6 +1.75 4
- -7.09 4 -2.46 4 -0.01 1
-5.75 8 +1.16 10 +1.74 5
+ +2.29 2 +7.47 11 +1.15 4
- - 0 -1.63 2 -0.43 1
+2.29 2 +5.84 13 +0.67 6
+ +1.89 1 +2.89 6 +0.68 3
- -8.03 5 -4.92 5 - 0
-6.14 7 -2.03 11 +0.68 5
S+ - 0 +2.59 7 +1.27 3
z
- - 0 -2.85 6 -1.46 3
- 0 -0.26 13 -0.19 6
+ +5.52 7 +16.57 30 +4.85 14
- -15.12 9 -11.86 17 -1.95 5
-9.6 17 +4.71 47 +2.90 23
Figure 5.7: Differences Between Non-Integer
Allocation Aggregated by Headway
Solution and Actual
- --
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pronounced. The integer solution only allows very large changes in
service on the high headway routes.
The second classification scheme applied, divided the routes
according to the.ir subway connections. otwever this categorization is
also closely related to whether the routes serve Cambridge or
Somerville, or whether they serve Harvard Square or not. Strikingly the
routes connecting ,with the Red Line are, accordirg to the model results,
favored compared with those serving the Orange Line (see Figure 50.).
This conclusion is still significant if routes 73 and 96, which were so
overserved, are ;.gnored. Since excludi-n route P3 just reinforces the
conclusion this could equally be seen as a bias towards "arvard 3quare.
Since the mnodel i;nores aspects of the trrnnsit system outside the u'r-s
network in the -Yorth vest Corridor tnere nay of course be justificat ion
f,)r this apparent bi3s. These explanatijons ouild concern the operation
of the subway -which obviously dictates tL'e structure of the bus iet~:ork
and how this interaction between buses and subways is envisaged.
5.5: Sensitivity and Robustness Anal':sis
To date I have examin-ed the resiults produced fo, r the C ost likely
values of the parameters. I have stressed that the greatest potential
for the model mav well lie in its ability to describe a complicated
system in a more global way than the planners alone could achieve.
IHowever this initial result seems to have enough questionable features
that one must examine more closely the mechanics within the model that
produce these "efficient" optimal solutions. In the following section
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ADD RED LINE ORANGE LINE NO CONNECTION
o or CHANGE # CHANGE # CHANGE #
SREMOVE IN OF.. IN OF IN OF
BUSES FLEET ALL. ROUTES FLEET ALL. ROUTES FLEET ALL. ROUTES
# +1.73 3 +4.13 6 +0.84 3
-8.07 7 -1.33 2 - -0.16 2
SUM -6.34 10 +2.88 8 +0.68 5
+ +4.76 7 +5.80 8 +0.35 2
- -1.63 2 - 0 -0.48 1
SUM +3.13 10 +5.80 8 -0.13 5
+ +2.62 2 +0.71 3 +2.13 4
- -8.45 7 -4.5 4 - 0
SUM -5.83 10 -3.79 8 +2.13 5
+ +2.16 5 +0.92 4 +0.78 1
z
z - -2.51 5 -1.13 3 -0.67 1
SUM -0.35 10 -0.21 8 +0.11 2
+ +11.27 17 +11.56 21 +4.10 9
-20.66 21 -6.96 9 -1.31 4
SUM -9.39 40 +6.96 32 +2.79 16
Figure 5.8: Differences between Non-Integer
Allocation Aggregated by Subway
Solution and Actual
Connection
RED LINE: 71,73,74,75,76,77,77 ,78,83,84,96.
ORANGE LINE: 80,87,88,89,90,134M,134W .
NONE: 61,62,67,326,350.
- -- --
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the changes in this solution are examined as the more crucial and less
certain parameters defining the model are altered. We shall also
consider ways in whicfh the model might be improved to remedy these
inadequacies.
5.5.1: Capacity Constraints
The most difficult constraint in the problem is the capacity
constraint. The reason behind this is that no two planners are likoly
to agree on the capacity criterion should in fact be. The problem is
that if one were to be certain of accomodating every passenger on the
first bus to arrive then the marginal 'benefit of the soluti&On -JouldJ not
be justified by the large rnarginal costs i-'ccrred. In examnininia the
definition set out in the service policy, it is clear that planners do
not even adhere to it strictly. Some routes were ocer.st:n above
capacity: (accor•ing to the service policy definiti•n) in) the fall 183
bus allocation, (viz AM: routes 77, S7, S9, 326E; MI3: routes 77, 3-,
39; PM: routes 350E; EVE: routes 73, 350E. See Figure 5.2). It is
equally likely, given the myopic way service allocation decisions are
:ade, that the frequencies on ot her routes were set due tto some stricter
capacity criteria.
When the model was run allowing sixnificantly larger bus !,oadings
(75 in the peak, 57 in the midday, evPning and express routes) routes 87
and 350E are still over capacity in the a.m. peak (see Figure 5.9(a)).
Furthermore there is still the option of relaxing the policy headway
constraints that constrain the service on routes 67(p.m.), 76(mi:I.) and
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A.M. PEAK
BASE
HEADWAY
(MIN.)
51.87
45.34
61.93
7.42
6.32
17.94
12.37
40.49
3.91
7.05
19.69
14.69
11.90
21.37
10.21
7.60
8.64
26.48
14.60
24.52
49.23
12.33
13.83
CHANGE
IN FLEET
ALLOCATION
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.21
0.26
0.09
0.07
0.12
-1.38
0.08
0.11
0.17
0.17
0.11
-1.19
0.18
0.16
0.08
0.18
0.09
0.10
-0.51
-2.80
61
62
67
71
73
74
75
76
77
77A
78
80
83
84
87
88
89
90
96
134M
134W
326E
350E
MIDDAY
BASE
HEADWAY HEADWAY
(MIN.) (MIN.)
5.82
49.29
999.00
8.05
9.72
21.06
16.14
60.00
7.14
6.51
25.21
19.85
20.20
23.87
14.61
12.24
13.28
43.80
16.24
22.79
46.73
999.00
53.70
54.91
51.28
999.90
8.27
10.00
21.80
16.65
60.00
7.34
6.66
26.08
20.50
20.86
24.75
15.05
12.59
13.66
45.49
16.77
23.59
48.46
999.90
55.62
CHANGE
IN FLEET
ALLOCATION
0.04
0.05
0.00
0.16
0.16
0.07
0.05
0.00
0.28
0.08
0.08
0.11
0.10
0.09
0.11
0.11
0.09
0.05
0.15
0.09
0.09
0.00
0.11
+ 2.08
- 0.00
SUM 2.08
P.M. PEAK
BASE CHANCE
HEADWAY HEADWAY IN FLEET
(MIN.) (MIN.) ALLOCATION
58.34 60.60 0.04
48.96 50.85 0.05
40.00 60.00 0.00
6.11 6.28 0.26
6.89 7.11 0.26
16.13 16.66 0.11
9.73 10.00 0.09
46.25 48.18 0.11
5.39 5.55 0.41
6.80 6.97 0.11
17.66 18.25 0.12
15.58 16.13 0.19
12.32 12.72 0.20
25.92 26.99 0.11
1222 12.59 0.14
9.68 9.97 0.16
10.41 10.72 0.17
44.82 46.59 0.06
11.11 11.47 0.25
30.45 31.59 0.09
60.00 60.00 0.00
20.64 15.50 -0.90
30.00 22.49 -1.92
+s
SUM
2.91
-2.81
0.10
EVENING
BASE CHANGE
BEADWAY HEADWAY IN FLEET(MIN.) (MIN.) ALLOCATION
999.00 999.90 0.00
60.00 60.20 0.00
999.00 999.90 0.00
14.62 15.09 0.10
12.67 13.09 0.12
35.16 36.63 0.05
9.65 9.91 0.07
60.00 60.05 0.00
11.06 11.42 0.16
32.42 33.89 0.03
48.68 50.71 0.04
50.43 52.52 0.05
25.65 26.53 0.08
44.68 46.69 0.06
36.89 38.46 0.06
25.96 26.94 0.06
23.49 24.32 0.06
44.07 46.01 0.05
27.49 28.44 0.08
46.59 48.55 0.05
120.00 120.00 0.00
999.00 999.90 0.00
57.46 44.66 -0.68
SUM
1.12
-0.68
0.44
Capacity Constraint Solution
ROUTE
5
+ 2.32
- -5.87
SUM -3.55
HEADWAY
(MIN.)
49.76
43.54
59.56
7.21
6.14
17.36
12.06
38.98
4.33
6.90
19.04
14.24
11.56
20.61
12.93
7.40
8.42
25.54
14.12
23.67
47.37
14.17
18.75
ROUTE
# 
1
61
62
67
71
73
74
75
76
77
77A
78
80
83
84
87
88
89
90
96
134M
134W
326E
350E
I I
I
. . ... f -.. .
Figure 5.9(a): Relaxed
i
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I
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134W(p.m. and eve.). A comparison between the two solutions at the two
maximum bus loadings suggests the shadow price for redefining capacity
in this way. Specifically, 125 pax hours of ,rait time are saved and 523
pax miles are gained, with a monetary value equivalent to 21% of the
savings made by implementing the original recommendations. This
results from a further increase in the midday service particularly at
the expense of the a.m. peak service as shown in Fi-ure 5.9(b).
Although at this stage the vehicles released ffrom the over-canacitv
routes in the two ,oeaks are in fact substantially reinvested in the
oeaks. By ,eliciti n the cost of a part ictlar ,lefinition of c:lnacity the
model suggests .ta !a, of -valuati;n t"he ct ions that a planner 1av take
tc ensure the, jest comornmise bot:,4oon rPasona-i "licis and F'icn:;t
service.
Some crucial questions arise at this juncture with- rogar- to, the
most appropriate - ay to approach the capacitv condition in the modeling
cxercise. First of all it iA not necessarily clear that the capacity
criterion should be the sane for all routes. Some rouces may elicit
;eore protest if the route is consistently at capacity, urthetr-more
diEferen; routes will have different demand variation wit. respect to
Lheir capacity condition. If capacity constraints are to be enforced
less formally, and at the planner's discretion, thec planner would only
include constraints in the model formulation to prevent service
reduction on the routes he considers to be at capacity.
Alternatively, a problem may lie in the way the capacity of a route
has been formulated. The formulation assumes that the daily variation
117
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and some aspects of the time and load profile variation are constant
across all the routes. In practice the service allocated may have been
adjusted over time to account for the different stochastic arrival
patterns. After all, in as far as ridership information is reaching the
planner and demand is stable, there is a stronq and regular feedback
loop between service adjustment and ridership. Thus a more precise
definition of capacity would be needed for the model which in turn
produces larger formal data requirements. There is clearly a constraint
on the costs of data collection which may make a nmore precise
for-nulation operationally infeasible.
Given that consistency: over route capacity criteriti i ~ icco pt el,
there still remains the question of !dfininin it. Duc, to the rDbltms
with stat istical variation and the recent av-ailability of better ,'ate
the service policy probably need revision. Carly, at present, the
panner :often overrides thorn. It is first d.eirable to f•7or.uliate t0'-.
cateoris of routes which will be hold to the same capacity criterion.
This would lead to a s:bjective definition of capacity th:at any
empirical analysis must be contingent :pon. PoliticalIv, the planner
-may -ot bce ery happy about bein. so explicit but •c ay be mad-e r.orn
secure by a stronger formulation of The arguments using t:o shadow
prices.
5.5.2": Values of Wait Time and Social Be-efits
The values of both wait time and (especially) social benefit have
no clear derivation or broadly accepted definition. Hence while there
119
is no agreed upon single value that can be used the model
recommendations are clearly a function of the range of possible values
of these benefits. The recommendations, in as far as they vary with
different benefit values, are thus equivocated and effectively rerplire
some interaction with judgement to produce a resolution. At some point,
of course, the planner may be arbitrarily relying on tlhe results that he
finds intuitively appealin.,. -ence, whenever the planner can insert a
nonempirical but judgemental input, the conclusions of the nodel must be
divided into those conclusions dependent on the value of that input and
those independent o)f it. Clearly enoihe degrees of frecdcn leave t!-
planner free to draw whatever conclusions he 'Iishes. The ,odel in th3
iltuation only causes the planner to rnoxanine his rationalj without
claiming an' evaluative ascendancy.
In the original non-inte(-c.- solution the ratio bet'een t:he value ,-
wait ti;me (i;ours) and the value of passenger niiles was 1:13.
Conversions from some accepted speed-flow relationships (together with
assumptions that the travel time savin~ s for motorists aroe equivalent to
wait time savings for bus riders, and that congestion relief is the only
for-, of social benefit) suggest that th!i ratio shotild be bet*-,en I:'p
and 1:41 (Glaister et.al. (1983)). If wait time is considered to be
more onerous then travel time than these ratios increase. Fi2ure
5.10(a) compares results for (a = $0.50, b = $6.6423) and (a = 33.20,
and b = $13.3846) the latter suggesting an extreme ratio ,of 1:65.
As Furth noted increasing the value of wait time favors those
routes with large changes in headway per extra bus. These are the
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A.. PAK CHANGE IN MIDDAY CHANGE IN
BASE FLEET BASE FLEET
ROUTE HEAIWAY "tEALIAY ALLOCATION HEADWAY HEADWAY ALLOCATION# (MINS.) .MINS.) (BUSES) (MINS.) (MINS.) (BUSES)
61 47.17 51.87 0.13 50.25 54.91 0.10
62 42.96 45.34 0.07 48.31 51.28 0.0767 55.50 61.93 0.12 999.00 999.90 0.00
71 8.06 7.42 -0.58 8.68 8.27 -0.29
73 7.51 6.32 
-1.42 10.83 10.00 
-0.41
74 17.85 17.94 0.01 20.86 21.80 0.09
75 12.25 12.37 0.03 16.17 16.65 0.05
76 39.74 40.49 0.06 60.00 60.00 0.00
77 3.98 3.97 0.00 7.38 7.34 -0.05
77A 7.38 7.05 -0.17 6.65 6.66 0.00
78 19.24 19.69 0.07 24.54 26.08 0.14
80 15.14 14.69 -0.16 20.08 20.50 0.07
83 12.04 11.90 -0.07 20.13 20.86 0.1184 22.59 21.37 -0.16 24.27 24.75 0.05
87 10.21 10.21 0.00 14.50 15.05 0.1388 8.07 7.60 -0.38 12.40 12.59 0.06
89 8.78 8.64 -0.09 12.92 13.66 0.1890 24.55 26.48 0.17 41.88 45.49 0.1196 15.68 14.60 -0.36 17.10 16.77 -0.09
134M 22.14 24.52 0.27 21.37 23.59 0.27
134W 45.59 49.23 0.20 45.16 48.46 0.19
326E 12.32 12.33 0.00 999.00 999.90 0.00350E 13.83 13.83 0.00 53.72 55.62 0.11
TOTAL + 1.14 TOTAL + 1.74
TOTAL - -3.39 TOTAL - -0.84
DIFFERENCE -2.25 DIFFERENCE 0.91
P.M. PEAK CHANGE IN
BASE FLEET
HEADWAY HEADWAY ALLOCATION
(MINS.) (MINS.) (BUSES)
54.85 60.60 0.12
47.22 50.85 0.09
60.00 60.00 0.00
6.80 6.28 -0.67
8.47 7.11 -1.31
16.84 16.66 -0.03
9.81 10.00 0.06
47.66 49.18 0.03
5.93 5.55 -0.88
7.23 6.97 -0.16
17.89 18.25 0.07
16.64 16.13 -0.17
12.85 12.72 -0.06
29.28 26.99 -0.20
12.58 12.59 0.00
10.34 9.97 -0.19
11.12 10.72 -0.21
42.67 46.59 0.13
12.30 11.47 -0.52
28.70 31.59 0.23
60.00 60.00 0.00
15.52 15.50 0.00
22.50 22.49 0.00
TOTAL +
TOTAL -
DIFFERENCE
0.73
-4.41
-3.68
EVENING CHANGE IN
BASE FLEET
HEADWAY HEADWAY ALLOCATION
(MINS.) (MINS.) (BUSES)
99.00 999.90 0.00
60.00 60.20 0.00
99.00 999.90 0.00
15.19 15.09 -0.02
13.60 13.09 -0.13
34.70 36.63 0.06
9.83 9.91 0.02
60.00 60.05 0.00
12.54 11.42 -0.44
32.39 33.89 0.03
46.33 50.71 0.09
48.46 52.52 0.10
24.96 26.53 0.15
44.68 46.69 0.06
36.10 38.46 0.09
25.73 26.94 0.08
22.55 24.32 0.13
42.20 46.01 0.10
26.80 28.44 0.15
42.70 48.55 0.16
120.00 120.00 0.00
99.00 999.90 0.00
44.61 44.66 0.00
TOTAL +
TOTAL -
DIFFERENCE
1.23
-0.60
0.64
Figure 5.10(a): Increased
ROUTE
61
62
67
71
73
74
75
76
77
77A
78
80
83
84
87
88
89
90
96
134M
134W
326E
350E
-j
SWait Time Value Solution
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routes with large headways. On the other hand increasing the value of
social benefit favors routes with more elastic demand per extra bus.
The demand function is such that demand elasticity with respect to
headway varies mostly between time periods and slightly due to the
average length of a trip on a route. Therefore the effect of increasing
the value of social benefit is also closely related to the marginal
chan.-e in headvwav er bus allocated. Hence as alradv noted the size of
Lthe headway, which is the main determinant of the chanae in headwavy er
•xtra fleet allocation, is going to be crucial in determining tihe
service distribution. This also indicntrs that the two obijctives of
maxi:nizing rasseng-er :niles and nninimizin1- passenoer wait ti-;es Ire
)rroad)c:i. coIi±ear.
For tlhe ort~imal solutions produlcd b'y t!hese two rati• os, t
differences observed follow these eneral rules (Fig0ure 5.ln(b)),
however it is difficult -o state that the actual servico chanres .are
insignificant as Furth did. For instance the number of buses to be
re!noved in the p.m. peak are in fact three times the number that the
original non-integer solution reconmc.encd should be removed from the
Fall 1983 operation. Other differences are less draziatic )ut the
differences are in the region of a third again as many buses. I believe
that LLiese changes are not insignificant, especially since the planner
is not necessarily limited to values of benefits that are equal between
periods.
Even more dramatic changes are produced by valuing the benefits in
the peak period at different rates than those in the midday and eveni]g,
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periods. Figure 5.11 compares the original non-integer solution and a
non-integer solution based on doubling the values of the unit benefits
in the peaks. Curiously this solution effectively redresses almost
entirely the drain of service from the peaks that was recommended in the
base case and thus removes the more unpalatable aspect of the original
solution. This suggests that the decisions to allocate service at the
MBTA a may be guided more by the fact wait tirme savings of commuters and
congestion relief in the peak periods are more important than equity
considerations between passengers. The specific changes suggeste'l by
these diff~erential benefit values are in most aspects exco•t magnitude
the same as for the base non-integer solution. It is the between period
allocation t hat is of course the most affrected. The miidavy eriod 3till
draws service from the evening, however there seems to be no such
imbalance between the peaks. Within the peaks there is substantial
reallocation among the routes similar to the reallocation• i1 the
original solution.
This allocation seems to be one the planners would presently Eavor,
however if one looks at the bottomline - the final wait time savin',s and
increases in passenger miles - this solution exchanes an h or of wait
time savings for only two additional passenger miles. Thus if one just
looks at the total benefits between the two solutions, the original
non-integer solution looks far better than this one with inequitable
benefit values. Thus again a shadow price can be determined for the
restriction which imposes no service loss from the peaks. This solution
produces overall i,7 less passenger wait time hours.
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AH.. PEAK CHANGE IN KIDDAY CHANGE IN
BASE FLEET BASE FLEET
RUTrE HEADWAY IdIEAWAY ALLOCATION HEADWAY HEADWAY ALLOCATION
I' (MINS.) (MINS.) (BUSES) (MINS.) (MINS.) (BUSES)
61 45.87 51.87 0.17 59.77 54.91 -0.09
62 39.87 45.34 0.18 55.70 51.28 -0.09
67 54.43 61.93 0.14 999.00 999.90 0.00
71 7.27 7.42 0.15 8.72 8.27 -0.32
73 6.19 6.32 0.19 10.60 10.00. -0.30
74 17.00 17.94 0.15 23.29 21.80 -0.13
75 12.56 12.37 -0.04 17.62 16.65 -0.10
76 35.95 40.49 0.38 60.00 60.00 0.00
77 3.98 3.97 0.00 7.38 7.34 -0.05
77A 7.22 7.05 -0.09 6.96 6.66 -0.15
78 18.84 19.69 0.14 27.97 26.08 -0.15
80 14.16 14.69 0.21 21.93 20.50 -0.23
83 11.71 11.90 0.10 22.31 20.86 -0.20
84 19.53 12.37 0.28 25.29 24.75 -0.05
87 10.21 10.21 0.00 15.97 15.05 -0.21
88 7.45 7.60 0.13 13.36 12.59 -0.22
89 8.49 8.64 0.10 14.51 13.66 -0.19
90 25.75 26.48 0.06 49.34 45.49 -0.10
96 14.11 14.60 0.18 17.88 16.77 -0.28
134M 23.16 24.52 0.15 25.21 23.59 -0.17
134W 44.75 49.23 0.25 52.66 48.46 -0.20
326E 12.32 12.33 0.00 999.00 999.90 0.00
350E 13.83 13.83 0.00 59.99 55.62 -0.22
TOTAL + 2.98 TOTAL + o.UU
TOTAL - -0.13 TOTAL - -3.44
DIFFERENCE 2.85 DIFFERENCE -3.44
P.M. PEAK CHANGE IN
BASE FLEET
HEADWAY HEADWAY ALLOCATION
(MINS.) (MINS.) (BUSES)
51.32 60.60 0.21
42.97 50.85 0.22
60.00 60.00 0.00
6.24 6.28 0.07
6.55 7.11 0.69
15.07 16.66 0.34
9.50 10.00 0.17
40.78 48.18 0.47
5.17 5.55 1.02
6.70 6.97 0.18
16.76 18.25 0.32
14.73 16.13 0.52
11.83 12.72 0.47
23.39 26.99 0.39
11.68 12.59 0.37
9.17 9.97 0.46
10.01 10.72 0.40
40.36 46.59 0.22
10.61 11.47 0.62
28.36 31.59 0.26
57.61 60.00 0.10
15.52 15.50 0.00
22.50 22.49 0.00
TOTAL +
TOTAL -
DIFFERENCE
7.49
-0.01
7.48
EVENING CHANGE IN
BASE FLEET
HEADWAY HEADWAY ALLOCAUION
(MINS.) (MINS.) (BUSES)
999.00 999.90 0.00
60.00 60.20 0.00
999.00 999.90 0.00
16.09 15.09 -0.19
13.95 13.09 -0.22
39.70 36.63 -0.09
10.42 9.91 -0.13
60.00 60.05 0.00
12.19 11.42 -0.31
36.89 33.89 -0.06
55.82 50.71 -0.09
57.55 52.52 -0.10
28.58 26.53 -0.17
50.69 46.69 -0.10
42.07 38.46 -0.11
28.97 26.94 -0.12
26.09 24.32 -0.11
49.70 46.01 -0.09
30.70 28.44 -0.18
52.58 48.55 -0.09
120.00 120.00 0.00
999.00 999.90 0.00
44.61 44.66 0.00
TOTAL +
TOTAL -
DIFFERENCE
0.01
-2.15
-2.14
Figure 5.11(a): Route Specific Differences Between the Situation in Fall 1983
and the Solution for Doubled Peak Benefit Values
ROUTE
61
62
67
71
73
74
75
76
77
77A
78
80
83
84
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88
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134W
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FLEET CHANGES WAIT TIME CHANGES PAX MILE CHANGEr
+ -. . SUM, + - SUM + - SUM
A.M. PEAK +2.98- 1-0.13 +2.85 +245.1 -2.00 +84.6 +554 -20 +534
MIDDAY 0.0 -3.44 .-3.44 0 -190.8 -190.8 0 -1015 -1011
P.M. PEAK +7.49 -0.01 +7.49 +150.3 -0.10 +158.2 +1463 -1 I+1463
EVENING +0.01 -2.15 -2.14 +0.2 -145.8 -145.6 +1 -808 -806
TOTAL +10.48 -5.73 +4.75 +245.1 +338.7 -93.6 -2018 -1843 1+175
Figure 5.11(b): Comparison Between the Base Non-Integer Solution and
that for Increased Peak Benefit Values
FLEET CHANGES WAIT TIME CHANGES PAX MILE CHANGES
+ - SUM + - SUM + - SLM
A.M. PEAK +8.16 -8.17 -0.0 1 +246.6 -104.8 +141.8 +1249 -1469 -221
MIDDAY +8.27 -2.91 +5.36 +549.71-124.7 +42.5 +2892 -797 +2095
P.M. PEAKI +3.20 -8.21 -0.01 +189.9 -115.4 +74.5 +1251 -1452 -200
EVENING +2.67 -5.27 -2.59 +204.4 -235.9 -31.5 +922 -13261 -404
TOTAL +27.3 -24.6 +2.7 +1191 -581 +610 +6314 -5044 +1270
Figure 5.11(c): Comparison Between the Situation in Fall 1983
and the Solution for Increased Peak Benefit Values
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On the other hand there is a strong indication that the value of
passenger miles in the peaks should be greater than the base period.
The empirical argument that this objective represents externalities
including the relief from congestion suggests that there is a strong
case to weigh peak passenger mile increases more substantially. Extra
bus travellers in the peak will produce relatively greater congestion
relief. Thus a planner is advised to consider the passenger milEI
changes separately for each time period rather than jointly.
5.5.3: Elasticity
.\s long as the solution changes substantially wit:hin. te r•In: of
:)ossi le in iu t values, tlhe ooti.m -al I 'olution .,iven by any Set of ,input
may not be ':ery ,useful as in indication of the diroction for efficioe.t
change, nor as a target values designating the maximum n-os'ibe bhenefit.
\s t!Le model needs to become more com0ple•,, in for instarnce t;e
description of capacity, the empirical measurement. of inouts will becO•1e
increasingly difficult, exacerbating this problem. Many conceptual
statistics will only have valid interpretations for lar.ge sample sizes,
andi the dditional inputs -4ill be 'usuall' g.le nr.ed from more findl';
disaggregated sample. Alternative'ly the inputs may. "e j• d',ementally
estimated but this is sub ct to clarification about the ,otential
ramifications of the assumptions. For instance assuming equal
elasticities has an implicit notion wich penalizes ersons with -more
elastic responses.
The model, while not directly providing solutions, does remain a
device on which oolicies can be tested. For instance the idea of in
equitable evaluation overall oassenger groups suggests the benefit
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values should be equal. In as far as this does not concur with the
present operating strategy, it is possible to evaluate the effects of
such a .,olicy decision. In such a way the model may explicitly define
an argument about an element of policy by putting it into a context
which can substantiate claimsn made for and against various policies.
It was a;nuther of Furth's conclusions that a fixed demand solution
i s a .ot)'I .a-r)rDoxination to theI variable demand solution. An ,ssu:. i)n
of fixed demand effectively reduces the objective function to a simple
examination of wait tim, savings since extra passenger miles in this
formulA.tion ire denendent pure y on t.:c, size of (!er'andi crnan-es. Since
the rrslt (.i• ure " 5. 2) s eem t )e ' sensitive to, cia: es in t:he si~ e
deman ,  '.ri; ation, it a oC 11; Su eCStq th!iat ithe inclusI,; (of soci! 1  'eon;'fit
which is so dependent on to deman-d variation, in the o ject ive L:unctifon
has a si nificant innact on the model. The additional fleet
real locations in each period, due to changing from variable to fix.ed
demand, were of the magnitude of the originally recommended floet
reallocations (Figure 5.12). In addition, the change was also quite
significant in deterninin ';hich routes in each neriod shcuir! receive
service increases.
The link between demand variability and social benefits, and the
question of their significance in the decision process, is another
critical link in the analysis. At the broad levels at which we have
attempted to model these effects there is neither evidence to conclude
that these factors are in fact insignificant nor can we judge their
influence very precisely.
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The values of the elasticities used were obtained from he
Ecosometrics Report (1980). These values reflect the evidence that
demand is more elastic to service changes in off-peah periods. This is
a politically contentions finding and im1 adclition it is responsi)ble
partly for the bias of the results away from the peak Deriods. Table
5.13 shows that an asstumption of non differential ldemal,i elasticitr-i
redresses almost all the service that the original nI,n-iiteoemr s;ol Uionl
recommended be removed from the n.m. peak. The vening peak fares less
aell and still requires about 5 feawer buses.
These results sihow that the decision takoers ssiunntions about tho,
extent of demand vari.iility and its difference bet:con time erio,,s r-.
important determinants of the service ialocatiior. !uowevr it "-ust -
be accepted that there are serious shortcomings to torna lly analyviyi
such factors. On the other hand there are also serious political
connotations behind the simplifyin'; assumptions that eo are ant to --ake
so casually. In the next section I ,wish to examine some of the more
suspect aspects of the model and how correcting for them may change the
conclusions.
The variability of answers resulting fronm simole sensitivity tests
around uncertain parameters displays just how little of the decision we
have been able to specify with the model alone. It has most of all been
useful in examining the features that establish the current mode of
making the frequency allocation decision and suggesting possible
alternative perspectives on the problem. This still leaves the planner
with the d,!cision between rejecting the conclusion of unreasonable bias
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A.M. PEAK
BASE
HEADWAY HEADWAY
(MINS.) (MINS.)ýf
61
62
67
71
73
74
75
76
77
77A
78
80
83
84
87
88
89
90
96
134H
134W
326E
350E
CHANGE IN
FLEET
ALLOCATION
(BUSES)
42.49
38.05
49.78
8.99
6.28
17.39
12.04
34.68
4.04
8.68
18.56
15.09
12.38
20.96
11.25
9.04
9.14
23.23
15.27
21.47
40.74
12.87
13.79
TOTAL + 2.92
TOTAL - -5.01
DIFFERENCE -2.08
MIDDAr'I
BASE
HEADWAY HEADWAY
(MINS.) (MINS.)
46.65
44.11
999.00
10.28
12.20
21.22
16.99
60.00
7.75
8.30
24.36
20.43
20.54
23.94
15.66
13.65
14.14
39.62
17.61
22.11
42.02
999.00
50.16
54.91
51.28
999.90
8.27
10.00
21.80
16.65
60.00
7.34
6.66
26.08
20.50
20.86
24.75
15.05
12.59
13.66
45.49
16.77
23.59
48.46
999.90
55.62
CHANGE IN
FLEET
ALLOCATION
(BUSES)
.U.S..-........ i
0.20
0.19
0.00
-1.19
-0.97
0.06
-0.03
0.00*
-0.52*
-0.69
0.16
0.01
0.05
0.08
-0.14
-0.30
-0.11
1.19
-0.22
0.18
0.39
0.00
0.33
TOTAL + 1.83
TOTAL - -4.17
DIFFERENCE -2.34
P.M. PEAK CHANGE IN
BASE FLEET
HEADWAY HEADWAY ALLOCATION
(MINS.) (MINS.) (BUSES)
49.01 60.60 0.27
41.99 50.85 0.25
60.00 60.00 0.00*
7.67 6.28 -1.60
7.49 7.11 -0.42*
16.41 16.66 0.05
10.59 10.00 -0.18
40.30 48.18 0.51
5.62 5.55 -0.18*
8.29 6.97 -0.71
17.34 18.25 0.19
16.14 16.13 -0.01
13.06 12.72 
-0.16
29.07 26.99 0.20
12.91 12.59 -0.12
10.92 9.97 -0.46
10.39 10.72 0.18*
38.68 46.59 0.29
12.51 11.47 -0.64
26.76 31.59 0.41
53.05 60.00 0.31
16.71 15.50 -0.26*
23.18 22.49 -0.23*
TOTAL +
TOTAL -
DIFFERENCE
2.65
-4.95
-2.30
*Capacity constrained.
EVENING CHANGE IN
BASE FLEET
HEADWAY HEADWAY ALLOCATION(HINS.) (KINS.) (BUSES)
99.00 999.90 0.00
56.26 60.20 0.07
99.00 999.90 0.00
16.08 15.09 -0.19
14.54 13.09 -0.35
32.04 36.63 0.16
11.46 9.91 -0.35
56.89 60.05 0.11
13.50 11.42 -0.76
28.76 33.89 0.13
40.59 50.71 0.25
43.10 52.52 0.26
24.85 26.53 0.16
39.97 46.69 0.21
31.98 38.46 0.27
25.12 26.94 0.12
22.88 24.32 0.11
39.79 46.01 0.18
26.30 28.44 0.20
40.88 48.55 0.22
105.71 120.00 0.13
99.00 999.90 0.00
48.64 44.66 -0.25*
TOTAL +
TOTAL -
DIFFERENCE
2.56
-1.90
0.66
Figure 5.12(a): Comparison Between Variable and Fixed Demand Solutions
ROUTE
I
51.87
45.34
61.93
7.42
6.32
17.94
12.37
40.49
3.97
7.05
19.69
14.69
11.90
21.37
10.21
7.60
8.64
26.48
14.60
24.52
49.23
12.33
13.83
ROUTE
61
62
67
71
73
74
75
76
77
77A
78
80
83
84
87
88
89
90
96
134M
134W
326E
350E
-l",............I-
0.29
0.25
0.24
-1.27
0.06*
0.09
-0.09
0.51
-0.29*
-0.71
0.19
-0.15
-0.22
0.06
-0.52
-1.05
-0.32
0.30
-0.23
0.36
0.52
-0.16*
0.03*
I I I • I | - r
---II- IT--
0 LI i
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Figure 5.12(b) : Summary Comparison of Fixed and Variable
Demand Effects
FLEET CHANGES 14AIT TIME CHANGES PAX MILE CHANGES
+ - SUM + - SUM + - SUM
A.M. PEAN +2.92 -5.01 -2.08 +94.69 -93.25 +1.45 +1603 -1014 +591
DDAY +1.83 -4.17 -2.34 +112.12 -149.90 -37.78 +476 -3412 -2936
P.M. PEAK +2.65 -4.95 -2.30 +85.18 -81.51 +3.68 +2264 -834 +1424
EVENING +2.56 -1.90 +0.66 +166.97 -88.69 +78.27 +787 -1201 -417
TOTAL +9.96 -16.03 -6.06 +458.96 -413.351+45.62 +5130 -6461 -1338
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on the grounds of faults with the model or accepting some need for
change. The model may have motivated the need to examine more
critically the status quo, and also provides a way of examining t:.!
global effects of different changes in a more rigorous framework. It
raises serious questions however about the form of an acceptable optimal
solutiOn, since our simnlified definition of optimality is so suspect.
5.6: rnader Examination of the Model Paradign
In this section I wish to address the major facets of the model
which may not acquately reflect the operating environment. Those
Ili cussiions slould indicate the feasibilirv and importance of ,:pandin.
some factors in the model. In addition, this discussion explores tlhe
:ossible (errors and idiusyncracies one ,might expect to be h',idden in the
recomimendations of the model. As such it can b•e used for ar':uments
against tthe acceptance of the recomenmendations or more positive!v in
motivating their improvement.
These areas in which the models descriptive faculty is most sulspect
are: (a) dependence between routes, (b) the marginal values of ben,,fits
and costs and (c) demand variation.
5.5.1: Deiendence Setween Routes
The model relies on a network representation which assurmes that
each route operates independently. In fact there will be a complicated
set of dependencies between the routes that suggest that the problem
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may not be so easily subdivided. Such dlependencies occur (a) at the
demand level where passengers may have route choices or transfers to
make, (b) at the a.ssignment or capacity level where it is not clear what
the markect shares of each alternative route choices will be and (c) at
the cost level where economies of scale are present. In this section I
wish to examine demand level dependence and the effect it may have on
the optinal solution.
There are two for)-s of demand depndency that are the most easilyV
represented:
(a) same street path route choice, thohere e ffective service
oevel f i passen--er ,resrntpd such a chuice is i '.-vn Ias fl:)I)ws:
h! 1 -1
lz hij
where
ht is the effective headway and
I is the set of choices,
and (b) transfer trips, where the rider must transfer to complete his
trip. We shall assune transfer times and wait ti.ec are uv'lllateil
equivalently. In this case the effective service level is
h! = h..3 iel 3 .
where
hI is the effective headway and
I is the set of routes travelled on.
These relationships as.sume tht (a) 'headway changes are he rair
iunpact on the rider, (b) wait time savings are valued equivalent to
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transfer time savings and (c) bus and passenger arrivals are effectively
random in the absence of better information about the schedules.
Clearly the ruling characteristic of such dependencies is that the
1etmrand variation and the wait time savings are dependent on the servicc
changes occurring on more than one route.
The first ki-id of dependency is most often observed along the trunk
component izf - trunr' and branch ne,,tork serving a travel corridor.
Consi.!er a dependency of this sort with two routes. Any individual
rider with the route choice will incur a smaller wait time saving than
t •e model woul1. predict. T'i is 'ca:iuse an :.ddit i .,al bus on a r-ut,,
will tmak.e naroinally lo s i'mD.rove' nt o the .,'P r..c 'y the naa ''r the
r':f ectixvre corcei':ed eadway (e:-ffec t i vc ercioe: i e0\4a'nwas are ',,o I-ar:er
than the actual head'ways). .HIence the wait tin:e benefits iare ov'er
est imated for the independent route soltti.ion.
hLence the model has ove-restimated the amount of service dodi:ated to a'i
dependent routes as opposed to independent routes.
The other aspect of the benefit equation is the number of passenger
miles travelled. Prooortionatel'r the effective perceivc-d headwav
chanOCes are approximately coilinear to the overalM individual service
changes on the routes making up the route choice, so the passenger iiles
objective is minimally effected. We can assume negligibile difference in
demand variation between the individual route and "joint" route.
The second form of dependency is the transfer trip. In this case
since the headwavs are summed, and the model has considered this
passenger as two independent passengers, the wait time changes are
correctly predicted but the demand variation is not. The major problem
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A.M. PEAK CHANGE IN MIDDAY CHANGE IN
BASE FLEET BASE FLEET
ROUTE HEADWAY .EAWXAY ALLOCATION HEADWAY "HEADIAY ALLOCATION
S I _ (MINS.) (MINS.) (BUSES) (MINS.) (MINS.) (BUSES)
61 49.91 51.87 0.05 55.31 54.91 -0.01
62 43.67 45.34 0.05 51.67 51.28 -0.01
67 59.74 61.93 0.04 999.00 999.90 0.00
71 7.23 7.42 0.19 8.87 1.27 -0.41
73 6.16 6.32 0.24 10.66 10.00 -0.33
74 17.40 17.94 0.09 22.52 21.80 -0.06
75 12.08 12.37 0.06 17.33 16.65 -0.07
76 39.09 40.49 0.11 60.00 60.00 0.00
77 3.98 3.97 0.00 7.49 7.34 -0.20
77A 6.91 7.05 0.08 7.15 6.66 -0.24
78 19.09 19.69 0.10 26.81 26.08 -0.06
80 14.27 14.69 0.16 21.30 20.50 -0.13
83 11.59 11.90 0.16 21.62 20.86 -0.11
84 20.66 21.37 0.10 25.51 24.75 -0.07
87 10.21 10.21 0.00 15.78 15.05 -0.16
88 7.41 7.60 0.17 13.28 12.59 -0.20
89 8.43 8.64 0.14 14.32 13.66 -0.15
90 25.61 26.48 0.07 46.07 45.49 -0.02
96 14.16 14.60 0.16 17.52 16.77 -0.19
134H 23.73 24.52 0.08 24.29 23.59 -0.08
134W 47.51 49.23 0.09 49.05 48.46 -0.03
326E 12.32 12.33 0.00 999.00 999.90 0.00
350E 13.83 13.83 0.00 56.55 55.62 -0.05
TOTAL + 2.14 TOTAL + 0.00
TOTAL - 0.00 f TOTAL - -2.58
DIFFERENCE 2.14 DIFFERENCE -2.58
P.M.PEAK CHANCE IN
BASE FLEET
HEADWAY HEADWAY ALLOCATION
(MINS.) (MINS.) (BUSES)
58.53 60.60 0.04
Z9.02 50.85 0.04
60.00 60.00 0.00
6.12 6.28 0.24
6.91 7.11 0.24
16.17 16.66 0.10
9.75 10.00 0.08
46.39 48.18 0.10
5.40 5.55 0.38
6.82 6.97 0.10
17.71 18.25 0.11
15.63 16.13 0.17
12.35 12.72 0.19
26.01 26.99 0.10
12.25 12.59 0.13
9.70 9.97 0.15
10.43 10.72 0.16
44.96 46.59 0.05
11.14 11.47 0.23
30.54 31.59 0.08
60.00 60.00 0.00
15.52 15.50 0.00
22.50 22.49 0.00
TOTAL +
TOTAL -
DIFFERENCE
2.68
-0.01
2.67
EVENING CHANGE IN
BASE FLEET
HEADWAY HEADWAY ALLOCATION
(MINS.) (MINS.) (BUSES)
999.00 999.90 0.00
60.00 60.20 0.00
999.00 999.90 0.00
15.86 15.09 -0.15
13.81 13.09 -0.18
37.00 36.63 -0.01
10.56 9.91 -0.16
60.00 60.05 0.00
12.12 11.42 -0.29
33.80 33.89 0.00
50.26 50.71 0.01
52.43 52.52 0.00
27.29 26.53 -0.07
46.83 46.69 0.00
38.31 38.46 0.01
27.62 26.94 -0.04
25.05 24.32 -0.05
46.33 46.01' -0.01
29.20 28.44 -0.06
48.79 48.55 -0.01
120.00 120.00 0.00
999.00 999.90 0.00
45.67 44.66 -0.07
TOTAL +
TOTAL -
DIFFERENCE
U.U2
-1.09
-1.07
Figure 5.13(a): Constant Elasticity Solution
ROUTE
61
62
67
71
73
74
75
76
77
77A
78
80
83
84
87
88
89
90
96
134M
134W
326E,
350E
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FLEET CHANGES WAIT TIME CHANGES PAX MILE CHANGES
+ - sum + - SUM + - SUM
A.M. PEAK +2.14 0.0 !+2.14 +50.6 -0.0 +50.6 +418.1 -0.6 +417.5
MIDDAY 0.0 -2.58 -2.58 0.0 -110.9 -110.9 0.0 -640 -640
P.M. PEAK +2.68 0.0 +2.67 +53.1 -0.1 +53.0 +543 -0.7 +542
EVENING 0.0 -1.09 -1.09 +1.66 -57.9 -55.9 +4.7 -374.5 -369.8
1TOTAL +4.82 -3.67 +1.15 +105.4 -168.9 -63.5 +966 -1016 -50
1 1 1 1
Summary Effects of Constant Elasticity SolutionFigure 5.13(b):
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is not so much with predicting the size of the demand variation as it is
predicting the form of the assignment level dependency. In fact, when
the elasticities are assumed constant over all route, demand will on
average be prpdicted correctly. But if a route with positive recuommended
service improvements happens to be at capacity, then this may be only
because the demand has been over predicted but transferring passengers
neglecting. T'wo :1ifficulties therefore arise in describing a dependent
route cluster based on transfer trips, (a) just how the demand variation
of such a transfer trip relates to the demand elasticities on the
individual routes (if at all) and (b) the effect on passenoer of part of
their trip fcing capacity constraine'd.
The assunption within the rmodel that all routes are independent
will only affect the distribution of service between periods in as far
as the proportion of different types of trips taken chanves. -or
instancet it :we suppose more short trips are taken in the base peri.;,!
then the rrunk dependencies are exaggerated and one exnects that too
much service is given to the base period over the peak periods. This
may accourt for some of the optimal solution's conclusions that the )oak
periods are orovided with too much service over the base periad.
Looking at the distribution of service within a period, the dependent
route sets seem to be favored by the planners relative to the
"efficient" distribution (see Figure 5.14). This conclusion is
reinforced by the direction of error we would expect to occur from not
modeling trunk dependencies.
The effect of the transfer dependency on routes conn•ected wit.h
capacity is not so pronounced because capacity has been defined in such
a way that it has an insignificant influence on the optimal solution.
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However routes that are at capacity and that have large transfer traffic
from routes where service decreases were recommended should be closely
scrut inized.
5.6.2: Marginal Value of 3enefits
The instance of the assumption of constant marginal value of
benefits is a exemplary case of a seemingly innocuous assim:ntion
producing large unpredictel effects. t,:rtherriore ,lhich of the
assumptions is critical in this way is often closely tied to
implementation of a particular model so that its pretest discovery
becomes unlikely. Hence it m-ay be impractical to fortulatoe for the
J-neoral case the n)ot imization which i:nDr,•ees on all ispect; of the
;lanTner's present ethod.
First of al: we have already observed in the results that there hias
b.eon a -,eneril trend towards equal izin- the l evel f serv1i e acros-s a!
the routes. Hence, routes with large headways have in -eneral gaine:
.iervice whereas routes with small headwayvs have lost service. Yet in
fact one observes that the -agnitude of wait time saving will be less
than hIalf the, change in headwav -hen the headwa.•s are iar', becauICe
passengers will refer to the schedules when planning their trip. The
wait time saving in those cases are probably more closely related to
reliability issues than to the headway changes per se. Therp is also
the issue of the additional opportunity cost to the rider, resulting
from the inconvenience of a particular schedule when the headways are
large, which is even more difficult to formulate.
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The approaches that can be used to examine the problem of rider
benefits differ between the prescriptive and descriptive mode of using
the model. At the heart of it lies the lack of knowledge we have about
what a rider really perceives as his benefit from service changes and
about passenger arrival patterns at stops and trip-making patterns.
The prescriptive mode requires a formal accurate representation of
these benefit• and thoir occu.renc,. For instance the relationship
assumed to exist between bus headway and passenger wait time may be
formulated non-linearly. However this representation will both severely
complicate the model and still only describe the relation crudely. In
fact wait time savings may be related r! t er to the reliability of the
service which is not so directly; related to the size of the headway.
Further-nore rider couts other than wait time may be crucial such as
opportunity cost-; related to the flexibility of the timing of the trio.
In a descriptive mode, -o evaluation procedure needs to be formally
stated. Descriptions of the effects resulting from a suggested
incremental change are produced by the model. These may be
disaggregated say according to the size of the headway change. The
calculation of wait time savings for high headway routes is at the
planner's discretion, as is the way they will be traded off with other
benefits and costs. The model could embody the present state of the art
descriptors and it may also suggest evaluative criteria and ways of
comparing between routes and over periods. However the role of the
planner in forming his own opinions is more dominant than for the case
of a prescriptive model. A relationship that must exist, I believe, to
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retain the link between the planner's actions (his decisions) and his
responsibility for them. It cannot be suggested that the evaluation
this model provides can be any substitute for the planner's role in
evaluation.
Apart from the relationship between headways and wait time a
closely related matter is that of the value of wait time. Short savings
in wait time may have no real benefit, yet the vast mnajority of average
wait time savings were less than one .min'ute in duration (see Figure
5.15). In fact, many standards for assessing the monetary value of time
differentiate betw'een small time savings and large ones. This 4'ould
clearly chan e the results quite drastic:lv, .lattenin the ,;ait time
savings curve.
What is probably even harder to accept than saying that a 1 minute
saving to 5 people is equivalent to a 5 minute saving for 1 person, is
that one man's 1 minute wail time saving is comp,-nsation for anothers I
minute wait time loss. Faced with arbitrating such a decision a planner
might be quite reasonably conservative. Furthermore there are strong
reasons to be so, including the costs associated with any transition:
the memory and notoriety of negative changes affecting people. A
planner naturally can cope better with distributing the positive
benefits rather than allocating the negative benefits.
The analysis has focused on a net benefit to present passenger
ignoring the distributional effects as well as the uncertainties. A
risk analysis can be used in such situations. Hiowever, clearly it does
not take much risk aversion to make the present solution optimal,
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especially when one examines the size of the changes suggested compared
to the small pay-offs. On the other hand certain implementation
strategies could ameliorate the risks producing small short term losses
for long term benefits. Clearly the issue of process costs and
constraints ignored in the model is an extremely convoluted one, not
suited to analytical modeling.
The paths which correct for these shortcomings of the model, like
calibrating a marginal cost curve, formulating a behavioural model of
passenger arrivals and measuring risk attitudes are very difficult to
verify empirically. This increases the judgemental side of the model
and hence .when determining a role for the model, greater roominonce must
be accepted for expert judqement over the evaluative role otf the mode.
In fact, since the risk assessment can only be dependent on the p.anner
himself, he therein holds the key to the whole evaluative process. Thus
the evaiuative role of a model would through a risk araiysis return to
the planner. The model may only ensure consistency of the evaluation
over all atternatives and the argument therein, it may have very little,
to tell the planner objectively about the nature of the solution.
5.6.3: Demand Variation
Demand prediction is another aspect of the model which pertains to
the general case quite well, but does not stand the test of a more
detailed examination. However it is concerned with the role of the
model as .!n information provider rather than as the decision maker which
concerns the notions surrounding the values of benefits and the
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objective function. Many descriptive aspects of the model need a
general specification to satisfy all the different routes and the
possible changes that take place. However once a number of such
predictions are examined microscopically it is not clear that the
general specification is accurate enough over all the feasible
possibilities.
Ai demand curve does not captive the experience that links future
deand Levels with the past. It assumes that a unique equilibrium will
be reached for every set of service conditions. However, this means
that a planner can lower the service quality on one occasion and then
raise it later, and the lost ridership will return as if nothing had
happened. '"hat we know about the way daily cornmute patterns become
routinized suggest that this is an unreasonable assumption. Whether or
not it in fact is unreasonable in a specific situation depends on the
context. It is extremely difficult to generalize a process over all
possible cases, especially since travel decisions may not be wholly
rational out instinctive and habit based.
Consieration of such factors in demand -rediction is probably only
possible at the myopic and incremental level where each route change is
considered microscopically by the planner in light of his experience.
At this level it is Dossible to criticize and improve on a particular
demand prediction made by the model, and even then the planner has to
look a posteriori at a particular change. So it is not so much that the
model can be improved or that it fails, just that the interaction of the
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planner with the modeling process is required to correct problems
inherent in the general and global view.
The model's inadequacie. and the inadequacies of the decision
process in predicting demand are not really critical since the process
is an iterative one, where the demand predictions can be regularly
checked and adjusted. This characteristic is very important because it
deals well with even unstable environments where accurate demand
prediction is impossible. By regular iterative service adjust-nents like
those in this decision framework, a planner will keep only a few steps
behind the occurence of problem areas. But the planner bein~ up to date
in this way is really only a function of the quality of the i~nformation
about the environment with which he is supplied, not the evaluative
paradi3m. If the environment is stable, demand prediction is academic
when there is regular monitorinr and. thet -lanner has the ojoortunity o
ore-empting the environment - the action-centered approach.
5.7: Sunmarv
In this chapter, the "efficient" solution has been compared to the
actual service allocation with a view to estab[ishin. its credibilitv.
It is difficult to find arguments to support the "efficient" solution on
a rotute-oy-route level because it is based on an argument rooted in the
global allocation. However even when broad areas of change were
identified it is apparent that arguments are easily formed to support or
at least account for the planner's present actions. So the point of
decision still remains: whether to accept the model's "efficient"
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solution, or the planner's original solution or what compromise of the
two. With the modelling process the difference is that the arguments
have been enunciated and the planner must decide which side is more
important. It is my feeling that the strongest arguments for change are
not in fact based on any radically new concept of evaluation, rather
they are based on tne availability of better information and data about
the decisions :Ind it:s 'incorporation into the decision framework for t.he
first time.
For instance the efficient solution supports more service for:
(a) the Orange Line connections rather thian the 'ed Line,
(b) the base perinod rther than the peaks,
(c) the U10 rin. - , min. headway routes rather than the others.
Many of the other biases observed are collinear with (c) which broadly
suggests that routes with nedium length Iheadways offer the best return.
However counter arguments concerning the inadequacy of the descriptive
capacity of the model and the predominance of political and
implementation matters in the problem can be used against these
policies. The subway connection is in fact external to the system of
the model, the inter-time period distribution can e alteredi by 0ookin1
at other appropriate values of benefits and demand elasticities.
Equally the peak periods cater to a more vocal and important ridershi;,
and it is at those times of the day that serious congestion problems
occur. Finally the issue of identifying a rider's perceived benefits or
looking at prescriptive and forward-looking ways of changing rider
behavior challenge the conclusion that higher returns are obtainable
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from medium headway routes. 'The decision framework has only been
sketched out, the decision and the responsibility for it remains.
The differences between the optimal solution and the present
allocation notwithstanding, the similarities between the two service
allocations can also be seen quite positively. It does suggest that it
is possible to get near to a formal representation of the planner';
decision Irocess so that computerized models rn-i be used to facilitate
quick and empirically - supportive computation to aid the planner in
making his decision and convincing others afterwarls.
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CHAPTER SIX: RECOMMFNDATIONS AND CONCLUSIOnS
6.1: Points of Departure
The last chapter examined the shortcomings of the ?nodel formulation
as a tool for producing optimally efficient allocations. For the most
part the results o'tained approximate the present service levels to
within a bus or so. Therefore under the restrictions of an integer
solution the planner has only to choose between the recommended arnd
present service level for each route. However this is really where the
w,'hole prob)lPm begins. The recommended solution has certain asnects that
are unacceptable to the planners. Obviously the intuitive solution from
the planner's persoective should be broadly thp present service leveplV.
At this stage the creation of an even more intuitive argumnont is cr'jci
to establish the credibility of the recommended solution (or some other
compromise position). Yet in this decision process this must be
achieved by the planner on his own, interfacing with the model. In
particular tihe planner must coalesce the ideas that some of tC:e
recommendations which may be acceptable were produced by the same
argument which produces unacceptable changes.
The recommended solution and the present solution set up a
classical conflict which the planner must resolve. At this stage there
is no indication of how it should be resolved. The present service
allocation can be criticized as being based on out-moded standard
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operating procedures. The model's solution should of course be
criticised in terms of its ruling paradigm - efficiency - which the
optimization model presupposes to be the sole evaluative criterion. One
approach is to examine how the model fails to capture true efficiency, a
sec:ond would be to look at why efficiency is not the only criterion. On
both these bases, it is possible to reject the suggestions of the model.
For instance, the re-distribution of service between time periods does
not account for the political power of the group of commuting riders
(note, some analysts might subsume political and implementational
matters into an efficiency-based analysis as process costs or process
constraints). Alternatively the model's conclusion, that medium sied
headways are best, may be challenged from the standpoint of the
inadequacy of the model's description. Th.e measurement of rider's wait
time may be considered to be overly simplified.
There is, however, another characteristic way of V odeIiii; t;he
decision process than the one where the planner resolves conflicts. It
would be a less radical process wherein the model ihelped establish and
mold the direction of future change. This seers more appropriate in
thi. situation where the planner must be the key-store in the
decision-making process and where one hopes the model will be used
repeatedly over a period of time. Such a decision process would be (a)
closely linked to the way a planner makes these decisions presently and
(b) based on providing the planner with information rather than
solutions. The model's role in the process is therefore passive rather
than active, but.it -may still influence the planners evaluative
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criterion because there is still a lot of lee-way about the specific
information to be supplied and the ,)rm in which it will be supplied.
However, I see the major contribution being that the planner is better
informed before reaching his decision.
This passive role for the model is further precipitated by the lack
of knowledge we have about the decision environment and the significance
of present procedures. Hence, as a result of the experiences in the
last chapter with the two service level solutions, present and
efficiency optimal; we can examine them comparatively to try to answer
two questions: how is the service allocation decision prPsently made,
and how shotuldl a framework for the decision be set unp 3o as to
incorporate information technologies.
5.2: The Present Decision 'Aaklin- Process.
When previous attempt- ,;ave tried to generalize aeout the decii.jn
criterion used in service allocation, the conclusions have usually been
based on excessive analytical liberties. The planner approaches the
decision of service allocation on each route separately. In this way it
is almost impossible to generalize about some notions of the proper
service level. Each route, for instance, Ias a separate history which
will indicate to the planner how demand will vary. The planner is able
to account for marketing strategies and the different types of riders at
this myopic level. It would take complicated dynamic modelling
techniques to even approach this level of description for generic route
and a generic service change. In addition, this information may only
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be relevant in certain situations, but in a model we may not be able to
generalize about the form of these situations. The planner accomplishes
this task because he looks at routes individually and at changes
incrnmentally. Furthermore the unique character of the human brain
nakes it ideal for coping with enormous amounts of information and
bringing to bear only the important parts of it on the final decision.
The human brain through sorting by analogy is able to collect, store
and, when faced with a comparable problem, recall the salient aspects of
these histories in a concise form (Hogarth [1980]). Moreover, even if
such a system is flawed, it is the system on which the planner'-
intuit ion is based. Since the planner is the decision naker any: model
•must at least appeal to his intuit ion if it is to be :iltinatel-, useful.
The nature of the decision which we wish to optimize is that of
resource allocation. Resuturce allocation requires that the decision
Framework. is capable of drawing comparisons between routes. So the
service allocation decision has to be general enough to cover more than
one route, so that a basis for comparison exists. However the way that
we have suggested the planner actually makes the service allocation
decision indicates that such a Leneraiization only occurs at the cost of
simplified description. Since the description is, a simplification it
is not surprising that the planner may find some recommendations
unacceptable. Neither the planner nor the model are fully comprehensive
in their analysis, but both have something different to offer. In
addition no compromise position can be worked out unless the planner can
approach the recommendations his own way - nyopically and incrementally.
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Since the planner's role as decisionmaker is paramount, no
prescriptive criterion in the model can dominate the decision making
process. Nonetheless, the prescriptive criterion can still be an input
into the planner's decision. Moreover there are indications on the
grounds of overall fairness that efficiency should feature more
dominantly than at present in determining the service levels.
Once the planner's dominant position with respect to the resource
allocation decision is established, it puts more emphasis than ever on
establishing an intuitive argument supporting the prescriptive
recommendation. After all the planner's own intuitive stance (in as far
as the decision was directly considered) is beiri challengeo. The way
that the pianxner perceives a change and establi shs the justificat ,-n
for that change is crucial at this stage. The structure of the decision
process at this stage differs quite dramatically between the active and
passive roles of the models. If the chante comes about due to the
resolution betweoen two opposed solutions, this is the classical process
of systematic problem solving. The disadvantage seems that there is
only one party to resolve the conflict and change will only be initiated
cf ounter in:tutive arguments are accepted. Alternati~yvei the -assive
situation is such that it directs the development of the planner's
intuition by a learning-through-interaction process. Since the dJcision
is iterative and on-going, I feel such a process is more appropriate for
continued usage and a surer way of proceeding. It should also be more
appropriate for the planner, and the model's position in the decision
process would be more secure. The planner will not have to suspend all
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belief in his intuition but will be encouraged to prove its veracity
empirically.
The question remains that if there was previously no time to
consider this decision at greater length, then ,i11 there be time
available in the future to consiier it in such a way. Furthermore is
this time in fact better spent on this decision than on other concerns
of the planner. M!any planners claim to be continually busv dealin? with
to routine service problems. However, since its effects dominate the
way the operating subsidy is distributed, the service allocation issue
should be considered fundamental. Also hocefully a computer model
should save time when making these and otior ayv-to-,an decisions and
rrher requirinr evidence for public 3rirmene3-t.
Clearly these prescriptive suggest ions relating to •fficia'ncy 1 wil
be readily available for consideration aL any time. It is usually
artued that this sort of nre-emptive action-c.ontered appr:)ach willi
result in increasing time savings in the future by reducing the
occurrence of future prob lems. ;owever the porcept ion of t1e probilem
load in terms of complaints, etc., is probably more related to the
reactive stance the planner takes to his environTnnt than to n acti;,e
efficiencv-oriented stance which ignores solving complaints through
service level changes. So that the model's recommendations which i,-nore
the political ramifications may well engender more complaints than the
oresent more reactive stance.
There is also clearly Jn initial expenditure oF time required to
set up the needed data base, and to establish a working relationship
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with the model; the planner may feel that this time is not available
regardless of the.model's potential. Since the model's ultimate success
can only be judged by the extent to which it is used, this fact may
affect a proper assessment of the model's performance.
In general the mathematical program paradigm insists on a naive
appraisal of the planner's role in the service allocation decision
process. It does not consider the myopic and incremental aspects off le
decision which are necessitated by the impossibility of generalizing all
the salient aspects of the system over all the routes, all the time
periods and all the possible service levelP. (It also simpnlifies the
constraints and nature of the political environment that causes
incremental action). 4 planner often only becomes aware of important
aspects of the decision when 'aced with a particular route at a certatin
time and at a certain level of service. A particular situation serves
in the form of an analogy to recall the important features that should
influence this particular decision. Mathematical programs also do not
reflect the ongoing and continuous iterative natu:re of the decision
environment rather applying the systematic decision appraising paradigm
with its rigid decision framework.
The next section describes a method that utilizes the human and
computer elements in a more productive way, establishing a recommended
framework for making the service allocation decision.
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6.3: Recommended Decision Framework for Service Allocation
There is still an important role for the efficiency maximizing
criterion in the service allocation process, even though it cannot be as
dominant as the structure of the optimizing model suggests. It is not
productive to work to implement the optimal solution in the absence of
any interaction with the planner's judgement and experience. In fact a
priority of the model must be to foster this sort of interaction. The
political aspects of the operating environment are such that neither the
constraint set nor the objective function can be fully specified in the
general form. Neither is it necessarily helpful to identify and
classify the missing components, since many omissions are so context
specific.
There are political constraints, on the feasibility of implementing
a solution, that are absent in the model, and cannot be! ad.quately
incorporated (see Figure 6.1). Also the transition costs and :monetary
values of the benefits in the objective function can never be fully
specified without considering the political environment. It is also
impossible to incorporate many considerations i;nto a general
mathematical model which lead to incremental rather than radical
solutions. Such considerations involve the likely reactions of other
actors in the environment to any particular change - reactions that will
always be context specific. Mathematical descriptions must be general
to be functional, but general descriptions, as has been pointed out, are
not realistic in this decision context.
A major facet of the systematic analysis paradigm is the concept of
ident i fiable alternat ives. The planner's present practice is contrary
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(a) Conceptual Model of Decision Process for Service Allocation.
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A. Inputs Into Decision Framework, B. Implicitly Suggested Decision
Framework
Figure 6.1: Role of Model in Improving Service Allocation
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to this, being based more on small, trial-and-error,
learn-through-experience processes. Even so the planner ends up with
service levels that are closer to the approximate efficient allocation
produced by the model than to other forms of universal criterion
researchers have suggested that planners use. The difference between
the two decision strategies lies in how solutions or alternatives are
perceived. In Chapter 4 1 suggested that the single static solution was
ignorant of the form of the solution space and tie dopendencies between
solutions. Due to the inadequacy of the description of a particular
alternative I think it i. at this stage that the model's independent
assessment of the decision process should be interrupted and the -ianner
an.d r:e modeel should interact. This can be achivoed y const ructi
the docisiorn orocess s-uch that the model's primaryi task is to provide
the planner with infor.mation about the different alternatives. The;n it
will ýe only in the way the information is supplied t!hat suggests an
implicit tondency towardJs a systematic evaluation of theo alternatives.
now to make the final decision is still controversial .and it would be
irresponsible to suggest that a general formal procedure for it is
avai lable.
'Hence the focus of the rolle of a decision support system must "e
to describe this static solution. The crucial point will be the for-, of
the description and the impression it leaves. Experience with similar
tools such as FRACAS (Kocur (1984)) has shown that the planners have .a
greater propensity to use the descriptive mode rather than the
prescriptive one. In our case many of the descriptive aspects that are
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of interest to the planner are given in the tables of Chapter 5. Others
may be incorporated as the planner finds a need for them. The resource
allocation aspect of the decision, which we suggest has been somewhat
arbitrarily ignored by planners, enters the scenario to the extent that
the appropriate statistics are computed and compared between alternative
static solutions.
Clearly the ":%ost important statistics Ieading to an efficient
service allcat ion are passnngor ".iles and passenler w ait time. .n
efficient solution tends to maximize the former and minimize the lntter.
A computer ,model can gener3te these comparative statistics and the
"lanner can be informed of their si~fnificanrce in PvaIluat ina the service
3allocation, decision. '"encn t'-, model at thtis level woul! facilitatr~. a
management by objectives type approach for the service 3alocation
decision. The planner could rmonitor the ffects service chan•yes have on
those crucial stati-ti cs and *iraw his own conclusions.
The next step of the "rational" decision .making model i tLo compare
these objectives over different routes. At this point the planner :nav
establish between which routes it is feasible to comoare the number of
aassenger miles or the ,assenger twait time associated rith. 3 parriclar
solution. Effectively the issue of not being able to eneralizi e is
coped with since the planner is able to intorvene at this non--decisive
stage at a microscopic level to the extent he feels the situation merits
it. For instance the planner may exclude from consideration the set of
routes that h\e feels are at capacity. A recently established route may
also be excluded since its demand base may still be in the growt!ih -t•e.
Alternatively he mn
feeder, trunk or rE
comparisons are fes
horever expect that
incremental changes
The "rational'
be made between cha
equivalent to, and
values to each of t
all service levels.
analysis that the p
of analysis. It is
of the monetary val
is made explicitly.
a
a
a
the planner will.
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y group the routes according to their
dial. NIote also that the planner may
sible only in certain solution spaces.
such
be mostly concerned with sma!l
from the present service levels.
decision model further suggests that comparisons can
inges in-different categories of objectives. This.' is
requires the additional stop of, assignin; r ,onota-ry
he obj,,-ctives over all routes, all time periods and
This again is an extremely dangerous stop in the
)lanner should be able to control fully in the process
important that the connection between the ssi,!noent
ucs and the definition of an unique opt i:.al solution
This is because the ootimal solution is very
sensitive to these monetary values and because this step facilitates the
usurpation of the management approach by a rational, systematic problem.
solving aproanch.
Given that suitable monetary values can be assizned, a descriptor
that facilitates comrarison aonz routts i3 the' ratio of ) ar6zina-
benefit to marginal cost. This value can be :generated for any static
operating situation (neglecting transition costs) ahere the costs are
independent of transition effects. The planner who attempts to equalize
these ratios over all routes and time periods is effectively moving
towards the most efficient subsidy allocation. The beauty of the
situation is that this consideration of efficiency will only be one of
function:
feel that
I would
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many affecting the planner's decisions.. The other considerations are
facilitated in the process by the interaction of the planner's own
experience and other detailed descriptions of the effects of changes
generated in the rest of the computer model. The planner's system wide
perspective can be enhanced by the way the marginal benefit over
marginal cost ratios are presented. It would be possible to order the
routes according to their performance in terms of the efficiency
criterion. Other category analyses methods could be used, as in Chiant.r
5, to elicit any implicit biases. Furthermore graphic displays of
certain subgroups of routes could be. used to inform the o lInner. 1.Yrhic
displays are particularly cffective at presenting disavre~Lt,
information so that both its micro and nacro qualitio, .Ire e viient.
Ultimately some form- of cross-ref•erencin bCt•een erfror-anc, w•.S:rzo
may flag poorly perfor-ing route to establisr. n !•ed Kor cha'i1-.
So the Sort of computer Model bi hin- i rec,,Cnmende,. : .,no ti:at
processes the data collected from the system operating at the ,resent
service levels. This would be collated oy the model i,,' num.er.us
descriptors relating to aspects that may make a solution infeasible.
Such descriptors would cover all aspects of the servicce p.olicies ,:w the
operating conditions relevant to the decision. It vould also prroviJe
microscopic route and time pcriod specific descriptions as  well as
summary macroscopic information to reflect overall ~erformance. Both
roles would be facilitated by the provision of previously unavailable or
inaccurate information (see Figure 6.1). Providing such informacion
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previously unavailable to planners should be the main way the decision
context is influenced by the model.
In addition, information should be generated about the objectives
that should be determinant in identifying an optimal solution. Finally
the ratio of marginal oenefit to marginal cost ratios will give the
planner some indication about the incremental changes to the present
operating situation that would be most effective. For instance, the
planner looking for the service changes with the hiighest return woul.1
shift resources from routes (and time periods) with the lowest nargi:ial
benefit-ratios to routes (and time periods) with the highest ratios.
Each change then genernte.s a new static set of service levels with a new
set of :iescriptors. Of course these c•anges must not violate the
constraints we set on the nroblem. The comparison model can be
structured so as to flag tindesirable occurences of this sort so t:hat a
planner can examine then individually. The model'! role at this staZe
i1 to set up the broad decision framework by feeding the lanner
information about the system in various well-desiwned forms. Since so
much about the decision is indeterminant, the planner's flexibility
sou).d not be inhibited by explicit decision or probeinm-solving process.
Another interesting aspect to consider including in the decision
framework is the shadow prices. For each service change we can
establish the size of benefits gained, thus the value of violating a
constraint in each instance can be determined. Thus if a constraint is
"fuzzy" - there is a region of possible inf..asibility - the appropriate
trade-offs can be evaluated by the planner.
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Clearly in as far as inputs are unknown or uncertain, sensitivity
and robustness tests are still appropriate for determining the character
of the final solution. As noted in Chapter 4 this character should also
be influential in the planner's final decision.
The extent to which the prescriptive criteria are influential on
the decision depends on the planner's attitudes and the way these
dttitudes are changed by the presentation of the appropriate objectives
at the interface. So the graphic res:entation of this interface is
extre'mely ininortant in putting across the efficiency viewpoint. 3ince
the planner is still central in the decision scenario and t.he success of
a strategy is so judgmental, it is very difficult, if not inpossihle, to
make definitive conclusions about the -nodel's usef:uln :s. The only ( enL
measure of its success is the extent to "hi-n it achieves acceptance in
the industry.
5.4: Research SuŽ,estions
This study has pursued the subject of the service allocat ion
decision to the point at which a model could be produced for on-site
appraisal. It is felt that the role identified for the m-odel is closely
associated with the functions of data collection and data processing.
These areas however have not been thoroughly incornorated into the
framework whereas they are quite elemental to it. Given that this link
with data collection and processing can be established the model is at a
stage where it could be introduced into a day to day planning scenario.
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I also believe that the way the planner manages his bus ystem
should be better researched. Improvements can only be made to the
present process if all of its facets are properly understood. In this
case the decision environment has been crucial to the conclusions
reached so for instance contrary to Furth's suggestion I believe the
environment is such that it does not need better demand modelling.
Since the service allocation process is ongoing and iterative, demand
predictions are qui.·kly self correcting if there is a good reactivt-.
feedback loop built onto the decision process.
The area of nodelling that is important but I am not sur, :whther
really better Tnowledg-,e is possible is how riders and non-ridlers
perceive their benefits. One -roblem tnat arose in thai' stud: .is the
fundamental ,n.ne of knowing what is a service improvement. ŽIany trip
aspects, such as flexibilit-y of trip times, lhich -ay have inoortant
impacts on our sirn nle evaluation of wait tirme d:i;senefits have been
ignored.
6.5: Concluding Remarks
It is felt th at the form of decision aid described in Section S.3
holds the best hone for acceptance by planners in the transit industry.
Its chief feature is its flexibility to suit the planners real decision
environment. It allows the system to be disag~regated and routes and
recommended changes to be examined individually. Furthermore it also
allows the planner leeway to examine the changes as incrementally as the
decision environment requires.
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On the other hand it makes explicit the efficiency losses incurred
due to making more myopic, piecemeal and incremental decisions. Thus it
introduces a systematic and prescriptive perspective that has been
largely ignored by planners. This perspective suggests that the planner
be more explicit about the reasons for each decision. This will
presumably make the arguments leading to the service levels on bus
routes more rigorous and hence hopefully more pcwerful. Furthermore
since the planner interacts personally with the decision support system
he does not necessarily expose his decision anymore than before to
rebuttals from outside.
Given that the prescriptive role of the model is fullyv flexiblt-t i~
this way there only remains the question of its descriptive accuracy.
This thesis expands on the descriptive elements that can be gen:ralized
in mathematical terms to a degree of sophistication that the nlannt'r i,
general would not. So it is hoped that the descriptive power of the'
model will be an asset to the planner. Even so the accuracy of the
description can only be improved as this decision sequence leadin.; to
the service levels on the bus routes is iterated several times. After
each iteration predictions can be explicitly comparerid ;ith results and
appropriate modifications made. Furthermore the predictions of the
model are never more than suggestions in the decision process which the
planner can if he wishes at any point ignore or modify. It would,
however, establish a frame of reference that the planner can use to
approacdi the problem in a more rigorous manner.
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In addition, to the specific decision framework suggested, this
study also has produced some interesting insights into decision making
processes in general and the roles decision support systems can play.
These insights are most forcefully apparent when one considers just how
the original optimizing model has been modified in Section 6.3 to serve
better within its decision environment.
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APPENDIX A: THE PLANNER'S ROLE
This study has focu.;sd on the ways a planner may improve the
allocation of service over routes. However it has been noted that
given a certain form for the evaluation criterion and given that this
produces a certain allocation, this allocation must still be convin-
cingly argued for relative to the planner's previous allocation. This
requires not only a good understanding of the implications of the
evaluative criterion but also a good understanding of what the planner
does and why he does it. In fact it is very difficult to sumise what
the planner does on the global level because he does not exclicitly
look at the problem from this perspective. Hence I have taken this
and other service allocation models and reversed the problem by asking
how well each model-represents what the planner is doing.
I define six different rules which may explain the planner's
implicit global decision criterion. First Furth (1980) and Morlok (197.)
suggest that the planner assigns service so as to achieve equal load
factors. This phenomenon would also be evidenced if the system were
constrained in such a way that the planner felt all routes were at
capacity. Second is Mohring's prescriptive square root rule which is
based on total riders rather than peak riders. It is intended to
distribute rider benefits better than the equal load factors objective
does. Since Mohring did not consider capacity constrained routes the
third model removes all routes that are at (or over) capacity. Our
fourth model combines the former explanatory variables of peak ridership
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and the square root of total ridership. The final two models are those
represented by the model we have studied such that the former does not
impose an inter requirement.
The results shown in Figure A.1 are striking since they suggest
that in fact the planner's actions are best explaiend by the complicated
resource allocation model we have developed here. This is especially
striking because it is felt that the data collected was of a much better
quality than the planner had previously. There is not a "perfect fit"
but the explanatory ability is very high.
Previously researchers have compared the capacity loading and
Mohring's rule hypotheses together concluding that olanners use capacity
loading procedures which are not efficient. Even though the results are
still consistent with previous research the conclusions in this expanded
comparison are quite different. Planners are managing to approximate
efficiency very well.
The other striking aspect of the explanatory values of each hypothesis
is that the integeneration procedure produces results less like the
planners. This may be due to the fact that planners have a much more
flexible interpretation of periods both staggering the allocation of buses
to fit the peak characteristics better and staggering the transitions
between periods.
The service allocation produced from the model that was tested
above was simply the one obtained when all benefit values were set equally
with an equivalence ratio of one passenger wait time hour to 13 passenger
miles. Three other configurations of the model improve the fit even more
# of observations
decision criteria
Capacity loading
o ,1* 1.*Qobs a + b.[rij (h 1* +2-obs ij j ii rij ij
II Mohring's rule 1/2
Qobs = a + b. [ri(hi )]
III Mohring's rule excl.
capacity
Qobs = a [r. 0
IV Combination I & II
o 1/2Qob = a + b. [rij(h0)]
obs ij
V Furth's allocation
model
obs = a.QNON
VI Furth's model with
integerisation
Q . a.OQobs 'INT
*only 61 observations
Figure A.l:
.815
+ . [.(r(ij(hni)* {R. t*.R ..
13
.886 .892
.870
Goodness of Fit Values R2 for Various
Decision Criterion Hypotheses
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WHOLE
SAMPLE
OFF
PEAK
41
PEAK
46
.813
t*
R ij
11
.788 .769
.757 .718
(.743)*
? Cylf(
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(see Figure A.2). If the capacity constraint is relaxed of if demand is
assumed fixed then the fit of the model improves slightly, probably
negligibly. This however points to the fact that it is not really
clear that the planner is implicitly using variable demand prediction.
Neither do we really know whether the capacity-related service policies
are being observed, although we suspect not.
Finally it is possible to manipulate the optimal service allocation
to fit the present case exactly. One way of doing this is by adjusting
the values of benefit only. The case where the benefit values are doubled
in the peaks (to relfect the higher productivity of the rider groups and
of congestion relief in the peaks) produces a significantly better fit.
This case adjusts the inter time period "misallocations" between the
present and optimal service allocations. One way of looking at this
is examining whether such discriminatory action is valid. This leads
to many of the usual arguments concerning transit subsidy but nevertheless
establishes the basis for debate more concretely. In this particular
case we are interpreting the planners actions, hence the perspective is
whether the planner presently consumates such discriminatory action.
In as far as such things are measurable the planner probably considers
himself to be acting equitably to all parties, although clearly he is
not. At least that is unless you consider some wider framework for
distribution. For instance if social benefits are distributed among
all non-riders there are more in the peak and hence the value of social
benefit may be higher in the peak and yet still non-discriminatory.
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# of obs.
I Furth's allocation model
a = b =
II Furth's capacity constraint relaxed
TiI Furth's Fixed Demand
IV Furth' s with higher peak benefit values
-2
Figure A.2: Goodness of Fit Values R for
Various Permutations of Furth's Model
.886
.890
.891
.903
